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T1e proceedings repent a!armmary of comments by sleakers at the workshop Coastal Fishing:
What is the Future? The wodrshop was organized to acquaint attendees with a range of issues as weH as
the information needed to e6ectively resolve them in the future.

Fish populations are public resources. 'Ibey are subject to competing user group hanIermg. In
the majority of ~ user gmup demand leads to full use of fish populations. Competition within a user
group, such as commercial fisherrnen, results in confiict over gear, size at harvest, seasons, and other
matters. Wh:n recreational and commercial user group-demand for a jointly utilized fish stock is high,
conflict arises. Attempts to resolve confiict lead to reguhtions and prohibitions that a6ect various users
differently. Allocation of fish is the result. It is hoped that the direct aDocation to a certain group or the
indirect allocation by making a youp less competitive is based on weH~pnized scientific findings and
full public participation.

Most of Louisiana's coastal fishery resources are fully utilized. With this knowledge and extensive
personal experience, the attendees came together to discuss the future. The role of change, science, and
leadership werc dismissed. The comments of speakers were recorded and surnrnarized for the information
of a larger audience.
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The Importance of Coastal Bshing
by Dr. Ken Roberts

Laaisiana Ctopeanive ExtcnsirNx Servke
LSU Agrimdunal Center

Lnnisinnn Sea Grant GoBege Bggsm

Becmse the current situation and the future are important to xesource owns and users, we have
to expand our thinkixig about cot tstal fishing beyond biology and basic ecoxiomics. We are goixig to have
to look at some more advaaoxf economic factors, and some social factim related to both the biological
and economic aspo~ of resource use.

The Basics As We Know Them

In general, we aH know that in coastal fishing demand often exceeds supply and that this demand
is time-related. That is, people want fish now and in the future. Fishexxnen try to get a certain quantity of
fish at a ceetaixi time. Demand also oftn exceeds supply from the perspective of 6sh size. As a result, we
have regulations to protect the resource as to when  what a~on!, what type  species and size allowaMe!,
and how many fish can be caught.

Recreational and commercial fishexmen experience regulations that allocate 6sh. The xeguMons
are designed to maintain the resource at a level so that some demands can be met in the future as well as
at the present time. This means that the needs of a group may not aH be met. Some sacrifice has to be
made to save resouxce for the future.

Considerations for the Futute

The ct sstal fishery is unique. We need to remember that fish are mobile resources; fish move
ixxshoxe and offshore. Few species are exclusively state or federal fish. Both commercial and recreational
fi4ermen might be fishing for tbe same species � at different times, in different places, and in different
quantities. Management policy has to consider this diverse natute of the resouxce: it resides in watm
regulated by different governments, it is sought by different user groups, and often more than one demand
is made on the resouxce at the same time.

AllocaIort. A dimhmshed abiTity to gain benefits results when demand exceeds supply. AHoca-
tion is the xesponse. 'Ibe total allowable catch is aHocated on the basis of size of fish, quantity of fish,
seasoxi that we want our fish, or who gets the fish.

'IMs results in policies and xegulations that take many forms:
~Louisiana Finfish Policy and Standards. This is a legislatively established policy written in 1989 by a
group of people who were in the commercial and xecxeational sectors trying to prepare for directed
allocation. Get to know these standards and policieL They were not picked by scientists but by people in
several vocations with a common interest in the finfish resource.
~The Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and Managexueut Act, known as the Magnuson Act, extended
federal jurisdictional limits out to 200 miles back in 1976-77. 'He National Environmental Policy Act
 NEPA!, and a ruling in 1992 by the Inspector General of the United States are important to aHocation.
The Inspector General meed a North Pacific Fishery Management Council allocation plan and ruled it
to be unsad!factory. The North Pacific Council based its allocation decision on economic impact analysis.
AHocation decisions, the Insp~r General ruled, must be based on costfbenefit analysis. The apI.omch
allows for the estimate of net national benefits of an aHocation. Ixnpact analysis cannot indicate bexefits,
However, it is frequently used by the unaware for the inappropriate use of influencing allocation deci-
sooii.

Kxmomics is the first thing people tend to think about when they look at a competitive fishery.
To many people, allocation is as simple as whoever has the biggest number is the most credible person.
AHocation economics is far mote complicated The economics profession and the previously noted
federal legislation and findings are in agreement oxt this topic.
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Numbers are used to detexniine facts about user groups or the fishery. For example, in the Na-
tional Survey of Hunting, Rshing, and WiidHfwAssociated Recxeation, under the category of people 16
yens old and older in the state of lauisixuia who were saltwatiw fishing, there were 199,000 saltwater
anglers in 1991. Of these, 41,000 �0%! saltwater anglexs were noxxxesidents. bxmiaria residents spend
about $698 per year per person for saltwater fishing. That's about $168 million a year eqxmdituxes in
saltwater equipment, gear, trip expenses and other things Hke Hcenses. Tbese fiyues suggest that most
saltwater fishing is done by xecxeational fishermen who Hve in Louisiana. Determining the number of
commetdal people who axe involved in sal~ fishing would be more difficult because Louixnana
Hcen!es gear, vessels, and the individual A lot of people are multi-licensed. We do know that in 1991
there wexe about $270 miHion of dockside value in commercial Gshexy landings. Does that mean that the
value of the recreational Gshery is smaller than the commexciaI fishery No 1 The biggest number is not
always the actual factor you need. In this case, the expenditures for sal~ angling axe basicaHy made
at the retail level but the $270 million dollars from the commercial harvest is taken at the base of the

economic system, the first buyer. We are therefore companng different types of fishing at different
levels. It is important to remember that you xnust use economics carefully and compare similar figure for
the same species or fish~.

Economic impacL People want to use economic impact numbers to allocate fish. Tbe econom-
ics professional says that if we want to get to the impxtmm of fishing, economic impact is not the way to
go. Insbmd we should do what the federal legislation, the Inspects Genexni, and economists xecomxxMmd:
xnaximize benefits as opposed to the cost of harvesting or pursuing fish. In other words, you have to do a
cost benefit study to xnake public policy and firheries allocation domions.

This means use economic value to measne the importaem of thhgs. Economic value is simply
the diffexence between the benefits of a certain policy decision versus the cost of that policy decision.
What we want to do is mxotijmize that diffexence. We want to make two lists � the costs of a policy and
its benefits. By comparing these lists, we get the net benefits which is not the same as the t conomic
impact GeneraHy, you can take the net economic value and run it thxough an economic impact model to
find out who benefits and who loses � the distributional aspects of an aHocation.

But there is something new on the horizon in terms of the impcetmm of coastal fishing. AH of
the public poHcy decisions in the futuxe will include identifying and acting on the social impact Or
aspects of any policy alternative. Economics alone is not going to determixie fisher policy. We aH need
to become famiHar with a whole new set of things in order to be able to effectively argue the importance
of any fishing poHcy alternanve. Mis is especiaHy ixnportant on the federal level

Keep in mind that social aspects include the fisliexmen and their dependent communities. Know
and gather hard data on the fishexmen fxom sociological and anthxopological standpoints, and on their
dependent communities. Decisions on the fisheries in the future won't be argued only on biology, or
economics. Allocation decisions and policy alternatives axe going to be based also on social factors.

But xemember, whether they be economic, biological, or social, at the federal level your mining
must be based on the best scientific information available. Even the state's finfish policy standaxds
require the best scientific information available as the criterion for making a policy decision.

In the futuxe, management will probably be synonymous with allocation. People recognize thexe
has to be some hnd of short term sacriRe to get some Iong term value &om the xesouxce. Keep in
mind that allocation can be within as well as between user and resource groups. For example, we have
people with skis that want smaH shrimp and people with big trawler investments that go offshore to
catch larger shrimp. Over the years, this second group may have to move closer to shoxe because of
excessive competition inshore. In this case, the resource has to be aHocated among people within the
overall commexcial user youp. AHocation is not just between commexcial and recreational user fpouge.
Futuxe management decisions wiH include social as weH as biological and economic factors which must
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be gathered scientificaUy. We must become familiar with these actors, learn how to participate on tasl~
forces and advisory panels, and learn how to testify at public hearings. In other words, all users must
harn how to play the game by the ides. It's important to onr futnre.



Can Yon Uve %iih Change
by Jerald Horst

Lauisiana ~eleve Exienske Savice
LSU Pgriculuml Cmill

Imhiana Sea Gaet CbBege Pxoysm

I reaDy had to struggle with this topic. Seventeen yeats as an extension fisheiy agent should have
prepared me to speak about this because one of the things that exbmsion fisheries agents do is promote
change. We piomote moving away Qom status quo and toward making things better. I'm used to speak-
ing about technical subjects such as about biology of a species, what's happening to it, what you can
expect and how you can react to these changes. Very seldom do I have to speak about change per se.
While I think I have a lot of ideas, articuhting them is very dif5cult for me. I was asked to not hold back,
to be chaDenging. If I say something in the course of this presentation that pinches your shoes a little bit, I
hope you don't take it too hard, but do take it seriously beciiuse in 17 years I have seen some things
concerning change in our fisheries in the state of Louisiana which Iertutb me.

Like any speaker delving a bit outside of his field, I went to the dictionary first to look up ihe
definition of change. 'Ibe American Heritage Dictionary's definition of change is "to be or cause to
become different." 'Ihe English poet Abieham Cmwley said, "Ihe worM is a scene of constant changes,
and to be constant in nature is constant." And Ralph Waldo Emerson said, 'Revolutions never go back-
wards."  Revolution is what change is all about.!

Let's look at change � can you live with the changes and the revolutions occurring in
Louisiana's coastal fisheries? No doubt, change is &ightening, and the older we get the more resistant we
are to change. When I ~ a fisheries leader what be thought about change, he said "Jerald, I think
change is really good so long as it happens to someone else". In fisheries a lot of people are trying to
make change usually to other people's lives rather than to their own. People would rather see somebody
else change for their benefit than make the change themselves.

What is changing? Our values, a fundamental part of our society, have changed. People today
have a variety of views about abortion, gambling, and living together outside of marriage. Communica-
tions have changed dramatica11y. Ten years ago I didn't know what a fax was, now I can hardly live
without one. When someone calls me for infoimation, he or she doesn't want me to send it, he or she
wants me to fax it. People want instant gratification. Technology afFects the way we do things. Comput-
ers do eveg~g, even participate on commercial fishing vessels. Caxs adjust themselves as they turn
cornerlk

Changes in Gsherla have Sidewise been very dramatic. Fishery management now considers more
than the biology, the habitat, and the resource. 'Ikey listen to the speM interests of lobbying groups.
'Ihese management decisions have had a 1arge impact on both commercial and recreahonal fisheries in the
last l5 years.

Rshery changes have been especially hard on the commercial fishery. Aquaculture has caused a
revolutionaiy change in the way that we harvest and sell Louisiana's commercial fish products. Aquacul-
ture has taken and will continue to take a large poriion of the market share that commercial fishermiui
have traditionally relied on for their living, Can the commercial fishery adjust to that? Some fishermen
have adjusted by workIng another species: crabbing instead of catfishing, for in~lance.

Imports � seafood has become truly a world commodity. Shrimp are traded on the commodity
exchange in Miniieapolis. 'Ihe number one air cargo in the city of New  Means is seafood primarily &om
Latin America, much of it vay cheap. The crawfish industry recently protested the price changes that are
occurring because imported Chinese crawfish aie marketed at half the price of our domestic supply. I
anticipate imports will become even stronger as we become a smaller and smaller world.
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Restrictive management will increase for boih recreational and comme' 6she~ Limits are
the largest change for tecmdional 6shermen. But for a commercial Gsherman, limits can be devastating.
When the avetmge fisherman of today grew up, his father fed his family by 6shing ted snapper 12 months
a year. Today be can only Gsh snapper duce or four months of the year. Restrictive changes like these
are going to continue to iticiease.

Environmental change in the commercial 6sheries is pnihiMy the most unbmsfed change for the
futute. We have to zecognize that an immuring segment of society values marine tewurces and 6sheries
products, not just because they are valuable, fun to catch, and good to eat, but also bemuse they exist, For
example, this group does not value the excitement of catcMng or eating a large fish, or selling the catch.
These persons want to gceserve whales even if they had never scen or caught one, just to know they are
there. Some be~ this same value about sea turtles led to the imposition of TKDs. This 'IKD issue has
really turned 5m 6shiug industry upside down, especially the shrimping industry  the largest commercial
fishery of Loui!iana!. 'Its have demoralized it more than any other single thing that has happened aims
I have been on this job.

The commercial fishing industry has felt strong recreational competition, most currently in the
case of redfish. The competitioa for speckled trout has not been quite as heavy. In the case of rm}fish,
commercial 6shermen have lost aH access to the resource. They don't even have alight to go out aild
catch five iedfish with rod and teel if they have any sort of commercial gear on their boat, This big
change has impacted a lot of people.

The competition between commercial fishing groups is intense and likely to become more so as
they are squeezed by the people, the reguhtions, and the changes around them. This competition is not
just with the people in their own fislMxy. When people are squeezed out of one 6shery, lhey get into
another, which further exacerbates the situation. Competition belsen commercials is especially serious.
That has been a huge change. The compeution between commercials is very intense and likely to become
more so as they are squeezed by the people around them, by regulations, and by the changes around them.
They want to make a living somehow, so they compete with keir own counuxparts.

'He recreational 6shery has yet to see its biggest changes. Oue of the first things that the iecte-
ational fishing industry in coastal Louisimia bas to face is the loss of a great deal of accem to the waters
they traditionally fish. Canals are closed OK As our wethnds erode, what we think of as fishing grcends
deteriorate and may not be available for fishing. This may have a very dramatic impact upon recreational
fishing.

'He humane movement has an agenda that is different Born your3. It's not a bad agenda, I'm not
criticizing it. 'Ibis group's value is preserving life. To them, 6sbing and kiHing are not reaeatioiL Noth-
ing should be caught or kiHed except to secure food to eat. And some don't even beheve feeding one' s
family is a good reason to catch and kill fislL Catch and release may also briiig the recreational fisliery
more heat than you can ever imagine. PoHs have shown that the American pubhc only approves of
hunting because hunters eat what they take. As society changes, I suspect that this youp will object to
catching thiiigs with hooks, with bus yanking them out of the water and throwing them back and
enjoying it. Remember that the nonconsuniptive user is playing an in~ising role ia fisheries regulation.

Commenwilization of the mcieational fishery is another change and challen~ This can also be
caHed 6shiiig for money � tournaments. Some of the supporters of this movement say bass shouM be
caught only for a prize, and then released to grow some more. They are too valuable to eat How is this
going to impact the future of tecreational fishing?

Hostility between f shery user groups is aheady apparent. Should relational and commercial
fisherman bequeath this hostility to their children? Friendly used to be universal on the wats. An
angler could get shrimp bait &om a nearby commercial fisherman. The offer to pay for the bait was never
aocepted. Instead of taking the money they handed you a water bucket of shrimp. Today the a~@
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mzeational Qsberman is probably scared to pull up to a ccenmercial boat and ask for bait, and the average
commmial fishsrman probably wouldn' t seH it. In this hostile atmosphere, recreational and commercial
fishermen are not helping one another with emergencies on the water either.

And finally, massive changes ate going to occur in our habitat during restoration of Louisiana's
coastal wetlands. The habitat produces and sustains the fish. With the Bieaux Bill funds set aside for
wetland iestoration, mesh water will fill some saltaqiter or bniclrLsh water areas. Fishermen wiH have to
relocate to find their species. And I don't mean that hem a negative viewpoint. We as a society have said
the productivity of these wetlands My years horn now is worth today's sacrifices.

Change causes conf' and conflict causes change. Conflict is NMMthing we mciea.singly see in
fislieries. The two basic types of amflict are value conflict and interest confed. Value conflict occurs
when tbe belief system or values of the people within a group are dramatically different. For example,
people that fish for a hving very fiequently say,"God put these things bere on earth so that I can make a
living from them. Tbe resource is important for me to ked my family." People that fish recnmtionaHy say
the resource should not be exploited or solL Values aren't right or wrong, they' re just diferent!

Interest conflict is pretty self evident. Self-mtelst is the primary management guideline. 'Ihese
aren't always actual conflicts; they can be perceived conflicts, but, in hfe, perception is ieality. These are
serious by themselves, but they may evolve into a third form of conflict: relationship conflict. Negative
emotions and hate are involveL Reason is absent &en this form of conflict, making it very dif5cult to
resolve. You peop1e are attending brause you are identified as leaders. You need to prevent your
feehngs toward the people you deal with Sm degenerating into relationship conflicts because these
involve emotion. Emotion does something that upsets me as a scientist. It causes m;inagement of fisher-
ies by opinion and emotion rather than management by good scierice.

What causes change? Some things just bapIen; they don' t come fiom any identifiable, control-
lable source. We mentioned that society's values change. Re envirt:ement and the biota change. We
know the sea level is rising but we can't do a thing about it.

Commercial and recreational fishermen can acct some of tbe other causes of change. These
sources or vectors of change wiH change the way recreatioral or commercial fishing is done if they don' t
have a hand in change. The first vector, government, can change fishing through the management of
fisberies. Government has abeady changed the fishy by setting limits on who can fish, when, and for
what. So far, government has used biology to make management decisions; but social reasons could
become another factor cog equal weight.

Market values are a second vector. Aquaculture can skew the value of fiesh caught seafood.
Imported aquacultured shrimp are glutting the market and depressing prices. The demand for the recre-
ational doHar might make fishing waters more valuable to other industries like gambling boats or tourism.
Other people trying to make money are going to influence luuisiana's fisheriw ni the future.

Third, as mentioned earlier, the environmental movement is going to play a very strong role. It' s
going to cut across aH commercial and recieationa1 lines. If commercial and iecreational fisbermen
become involved, this movement could unite these two fishery user groups. Lastly, Ne other fishing
groups and by that, I mean you. For commercial fishermen, tbe "other" group is recreational; for iecre-
ational fishmaen, the other" groups are commeiciaL

'Ihese four vectors of change should be remembezeL They wiH change your Gsbery: governremt,
margret forces, the environmental movement, and other fishing groups. None of those four major vixhxs
of change have your persona1 interest at heart. They have their own agenda If you don't s!ep forth as
leaders and attempt to make some changes, these people wiH change your fishery beyond recognition.

Basically you have ttuee roles that you can use to approach change.
1!You can watch it happen to you. TypicaHy, those who choose this ro1e wind up bitter, with no control
over their destinia~



2! You can react to change caused by others. You can indeed change the way you do bu!iem or the way
you fish in teaction to forces that otber people have cmsecL
3!You can become part of change. You can get out front and lead the change to better the fishery and
direct its future.

Now you are here because you are leaden.  But I'm going to say something that might offend
yotL! Fof 17 years I'vc watched the way thc gclw~~onal and coggBcxlci«l ]eakwklp 1n this industry
motivates foHowers to be involved in "bettering the fishery." I'H give you an example &om the rccrc-
«tional leadership first I asked a leader of a southeast Lceisiana recreational group, "Why do you keep
beating on commercial fishermen when there are so many other dnmatic things that are impacting your
future � wetland degradation, loss of access � ?" His answer shocked me. He said," Jane, I tried aH
that. And, I xe«Hy believe in the importance of my organization and I want it to be around in the future.
Nothing tccruits people Mre hanging up a dirty, old. snaggle-toothed commerd«1 fisherman and beating
on him with a stick." That is negative motivation. A commcrci«1 example: I have heard the tIHying cry
among the comm~ fishertnen, "Come join my group and help us fight change. We' ve got to stop the
government from making changes." I' ve seen it in statmvidc organizations and local ones. Why did
those of you in the commercial sector join a commercial 6shing gmup? It was always to fight oÃ change
� by government, or an interest group. How many of you have ever joined a group to make a change
that would better your fishcry?

To lead in this manner, you have to be positive, not negative, which is dif5cult. It is easy to rally
people together agahst something eke TKDs! or for a negative cause. It's harder to figure out a new
apptoah and convince others to try it too. Rallying people around a negative cause is tc«Hy fighting oK
change. When you fight this way, the best you can do is beak even. You'H never witL

I chaHenge you first to decide who you are vis-a-vis change. What you ave, what is your role in
change? Ate you a watcher, the guy who is just going to watch stuff happen and cnd up bitter? Are you a
re«cd or survivor, who adapts and adjusts to things that other people do? Or are you a leader, who
figutes out anew method and convinces others to do the same? Second I chaHenge you to act in justice.
Everyone has to be considered. Are you raHying people against competitors for the resource ann:cess«r-
ily? Are you doing it for your own ego gr'uification? Or if you are raHyiug your people to your cause, are
you teaHy leading them to a better f'uture or are you just leading them to fight change to keep the status
quo. I'm convinoA that there is a segment of people that have exchanged the hobby of fishing or thc
vocation of fishing for the interest or activity of the politics of fisheries management. A leader works for
a better fututc. As Sir Francis Bacon said, "He that will not apply new temcdies, must expect new evils."
To live with change, each of us has to be part of it.
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by Dr. Andrew F~aaer

Regional Dimam
Nabonal Mme Rshenea Service
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Enactment of the Magnusoa Actin 1977 brought with it a tnmendous iacre3se in feder31 a~li-
sibility for the management and conservation of fishery iesou!mes off the coasts of the United States. It
was implemented iaiti«Hy to control foreign fishing off of our coasts, but it has major implications for our
owa fisheries. Ms act extended U.S. jurisdiction fmm 12 miles to 200 miles Som our coastline so that
juristhctioa now covers more than two million square miles. At the federal ~ the Congress assigued
lead respoasibiTity for management aad cceservation to the National Marine H4eries Service  NhtFS!,
an agency within the National Oamuc «nd Atmospheric Administration  NOAA! of the I:department of
Commerce.

All marine iesources within U.S. jutisdiction are the common property of the nation � they do
aot belong to one group or another. They aie held ia trust for present aad future generations, partly by
individual coastal states and partly by the federal government. The purpose of this presentation is to
bxiefiy describe how the federal pn;!cess works, with special emphasis oa the need for public involvement.

The purposes of the act are to conserve «nd manage fisheries resources off the coast of the United
States, to support and'encourage iatemaaoaal age+ments, to promote commercial aad recreational
fisheries, aad to provide fisheries management to achieve optimum yield. That is the maximum sLstaia-
able yield, the maximum yield that you can expect &0m a firhery resource over time, adjusted for social
and economic factors. 'Hese htter two factls wiH be given incan.mg emphasis over the next few years.

Regional Gangs
Eight regional councils wete established by the Magnuson Act to ensure regioaal involvement in

the plans and amendments for managing priority fishery resources. It is through these councils that
management is really accomplished.

The composition of the councils includes persons hiowledgeable about the fisheries and ma!me
resources of the regions. Voting members include an obligatory member from each state, at-large mem-
bers, the fisheries director or desigMe from each state, and the NlHFS iegioaal director. The obligatory
aad at-large members, selected by the Secretary of Commerce Sam nominatioas provided by the state
governors, serve three-year terms. Noa-voting members include representatives Gom the U.S. Fish aad
Wildlife Service, horn each state commireioa  e.g., Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission!, U.S.
Coast Guard, and the U.S. State Department. Cooperation with the states, built into the council stnicture,
is necessary for the fishermen and the fish. Besides the variety in state juri~xHctioas  e.g., &om three miles
in Louisiana to nine miles ia Horida!, many species move during their life cycles between state aad
federal waters.

The primary responsibiTity of the councils is determining which fisheries need management. Qace
this is accomplish' they are then responsible for pieparatioa of 6!hery maa«gemeat plans «nd amend-
ments. Ia developing these documents, the councils must adhere to the Seven National St3adards of the
Magauson Act, aad other applicable policies and guidelines. One of the most important of these is that
phns must be designed to produce optimum yield from affected fisheries. Optimum yield is define as
that amount of fish which wiH provide the gie«test over«3 beaefit to the nation with regard to food pro-
duction aad axn~onal opportunity. Another is that the plan must be based on the available scientifi
information.

Each fishery management plan or arneadmeat must be based on specific requirements that serve
to satisfy the Magnuson Act and a host of other fedend mandateL For example, the plan or amendment
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must indude full descriptions of affected fisheries, a discussion of recommended management measles
with considered and rejected options, a ielpihtoty impact review  to examine impacts of propped man-
alement measures on people in the fishery!, an environmental assessment or envir9nmental impact
analysis  to look at effects of the fishery and proposed management measures on the environment!, an
asse.anent of the impact of the plan or amendment on state coastal zone programs, an evaluation of the
impact of the plan or amendment on endangered and thnmtened species, and there's more.

Fishery management phns of major interest m the Gulf of Mexico include reef fish, coastal
migratory pelagic resect+, red drum, shrimp, spiny lobster, stone crab, coral and coral reeL. Other phns
with directly impact the Gulf Fisheyes, but are not under the purview of the Gulf Council, inchde the
Atlantic bill fishes, Atlantic swordfish, Atlantic sharks, and Atlantic tuna N?4IFS handle these latter
plans directly as a result of 1990 amendments to the Magnuson Act, but the plans aie being iedehd and
updated in cooperation with affected fishery management councBs.

Public invol~meat, a lay component of fishery manalyment plan development and amendinent,
is done in a variety of ways. Each council is supp+ted with a scientific and stati4cal committee to insure
that the plans and amendments are based on the best available scientific information. The members of this
committee are normally &m universities, and state and federal agencies. Additionally, each comR has
abksory panels composed of people knowledgeable about particular fish~~ including iepiesentatives
from commercial and recreationa1 fisheries. NormaUy, Ihe development of any management plan or
amendment is initiated with public scoping meetings where the public is asked to comment on the need
for man;ament and on possible management measurer» Once a plan or amendment is developed to the
point of sgccif jag management measures, the public is invited to comment on the plan in writing and
through public hearings held in areas near the fishery  Le., near the people most afFected by any propped
amendment measure!.

Bach regional council is supported by an executive director and a sddf. These people develop the
documents that are used for public hearings and for the councils' decisions. All of the ccencils publish a
newsletter that reports on the current regional planning activities. It is important that the people in the
fisheries, especially those who are financiaGy dependent on the fisheries, get on the mailing lists for these
newsletters. The following four pages summarize the council structure.

Sxmtarial Review

Once a fishery inanagement p1an or amendment has been completed, it is subinitted to the MAPS
Regional Ofnce to begin review by the Secretary of Commerce. He is severely constrained in the mmmm,
however, because the Secretary can only accept or reject portions or the entire plan or amendment. He
cannot change it T1iis review is limited to a tight, 14May schedule. Because of the importance that the
Magnuson Act places on public involvement, this schedule includes 45 days of time for public review and
comment. This comment period begIns 15 days after the plan or amendment is received by N?8FS with
publication in the Federal Register. Because many people do not regularly read the Federal Register,
summaries and instructions on how to obtain copies of the complete document are widely distribute

Every comment received by N?CPS during the public review and comment period is considered
and commented upon when the final plan or amendment is publish' TMs normally occurs 110 days
after the plan was first received by N?VHK The plan becomes effective 30 days atter publication, on day
140.

Forming a Plan or Amendment
'Hie steps through which a plan or amendment pass ate outlined on the following 6ve pages. A

phn is the basic bacument for managing a particular fishery; an amendment is an update of the phn to
accommodate changing conditions.

A management need can be identified by a number of sources � concern expressed by fisher-
men, for instance, that the fish are too smalL That need is then reviewed by the council based on what-
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ever information they may have at that point. A decision is made as to whether or not they should go
forth. If Cm decision is made to go forth, Needily tbe next step is to have public scopmg meetings in all
ateas that are beuig impacted by the fishery or by that re9mrce. 'Hese are very informal meetings to try to
determine if is there a problem, and what the magnitude of the problem is. Yhe council must again decide,
based on the results of those scoping meetmgs, whether or not to move abeak If the decision is afBrma-
tive, a rigorous data collection and analysis effort is conducted and then those data are pesented to the
counciL The council then will assign that activity to a subazamittee of council members to develop a
draft plan or an amendment that addresses the particular problem and includes the data. Tbat is done in
consultation with the advisory panel or the effected panels. For example, a draft reef fish amendment will
be pissed through the reef fish advisory panel and also through the scientific and fiscal committee befote
the draft plan is presented to the counciL The council then wN review that plan and select management
options. The plan then goes to public hearing � a key part of the phn development process. 'impose public
hearings have to be held in areas of residence of those who would be affected by the management pro-
posaL %be results are written into a foanal document which the regional council submits to the Secretary
of Commeme. He has only 140 days to complete the process as mentioned above. %6s prexies looks
long and cumbersome, but it is necessary because it has to involve the public. Normally, this process
takes about 8 months to get &om step one to step 10. Maybe a year even.

In Conclusion

Fishery resources under federal and state jurisdiction and management are a public resolve. The
Magnuson Act spells out how federal fish~~ management and conservation is supposed to func6on. It is
a public process through regional fishery management councils. 'IMs process will not work without public
involvement. The fishery resources are yours; they repicsent your challenge. It won't work unless you are
involveti
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Usderstaiiding the Terms and Science of Hsh Manigement
by John Roussel

Louhhmi Dcgmtnaent of %iMNe awd Fisbeies

Successful management of Qsheties is a complex process which includes at a miiiimum a mixture
of biology, economics, sociology, ecology, law, pohtics, and tbe decision and management sciences. AB
of these disciplines are important, and good 6sberies management is tbe result of decisions which incor-
porate a balance between disciplines. Nerveless, scientiQc advice regarding tbe biological eKects of
Qshing on a Qsh stock forms the basis for Qsh~ m magement decisions. 'Ihis advice is often presented in
a highly condensed and technical form. The proper use of this advice iequires an understanding of tbe
basic fundamentals of Qsh population Qman&x and the effects of various mana~ent alternatives. It is
important that everyone involved in the 6sliecy management proces  decision makers! as well as those
affected by it  harvesters and industries dependent on the harvest! uehrstand the scienti6c basis of
management decisions.

Rsh stocks are not visible in the usual sense of the word. 'Ilieir biological assessment must be
made by indirect means requiring varying amounts and types of scientific data. Two basic types of
quantitative data are collected � Fishery dependent data dixectly from the harvesters at tbe dock, and
Qshery independent data &om samples taken by resource mangeremt agencies using standardized
sampling gear. All of these data aie used to construct mathematical models which quantitatively aqemnt
the major forces affecting the biomass of a fish population. These data are also used to make quantitative
predictions about the reactions of fish populations to alternative management choices.

An overview of the basic fundamentals of fish population dyiiamics is presented using a series of
diag~ which follow these descriptions:

 Dlagrain ¹1! Various conceptual and mathematical models are used to explain the dynamics of a
Qsb population. 'Here are four major forces affecting the biomass of an exploited Qsh population which,
together, represent what can be called a fundamental model of Qsb population dynamics. These four
forces aie �! growth, and �! recruitment  which both tend to increae the size of a Ssbable population
biomass!, �! fishing, and �! natural mortality  which both tend to decjnme the size of the biomass!. If
growth and recruitment exactly balance Qshing and natural mortality, population biomass remains the
same.

 Diagraxn ¹2! All of the individuals of a given species born within a given period  usually a year!
are lumped together as a year~lass. For instance, all of the ied6sh born in the Gulf of Mexico in 1992 are
in the same yearwlass. The number of individuals in a given year~ will be the highest in the Qrst year
of life  tbe far-left bar onthe graph!. After four years, a comparatively few number of tbe year~ are
left  tbe far-right bar!. The difference b~een the numbers present at se~ive ages represents the
number of fish removed by fishing and natural morta1ity. Notice that if the rate of removal is constant the
largest number of Qsh in the yearw1ass are mnoved fmm the population in tbe Qrst year.

 Diagram «3! 'Hie graph at the top of this page duplicates Diagram «2, but the bars deliiie@ing
tbe proportion of fish removed from the year+lass in a particular year are divided into those iemoved by
Qsbiiig and those removed by natural mortality. The yaph at the lower part of this page shows tbe
proportion of the yearwlass removed fiom the fishery though harvesL In this example the rate of remov-
als  both naturally and by 6shing! is held constant but note that the number removed decreasing as the size
of the year+lass decreases.

 Diagram ¹4! Growth is redly the production of biomass by an individual Qsh as it giows older.
This graph shows the changes in the rate of biomass production for tm imaginary species, the diamond
Qsh. Note the slow iiL~se in weight during the Qrst year, the more rapid increase during the second and
third years, and then the slower increase after age three. This change in rate of growth is important to
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Gsbery management when it is considered ia relation to tbe change ia year~hss numbers over time.
ghagram ¹5! This gmph shows the spawner-recruitment relationship. gabe largest spawning

stock  bioinass! is not aece!drily the one that will pi@duce the most eggs. The line labeled Ricker in this
diagram shows that as spawning stock increases, more young iue produced up to a point, but beyond that
point the aumbers of young produced act+By decreases because of competitive factor such as the yemg
being eaten by the older, bigger Gsh. The line labeled Bevertoa and Holt demonstrates a similar relation-
ship but rather than the number of young produced decaying beyond some point, it simply levels oK
'Ibe important Gshery management consideratioa with spawner-recruitment relationships is not to mhce
the spawning stock to a level where the number of young produced is reduced.

'He next three diagrams will show the effects of these factors operating on a papihtion simulta-
neously:

 Diagram%! The Gve factors hsted under L'Lfe Ksbxy Aspech of an Imaginary Rsh are the
primaiy facts about a species that are important to fisherie management. At the bottom of Ihe page, ihe
table provides a picture of the number of individuals at age and the weight of each individual at age. One
can see that total biomass of a year~  number of individuals x average weight! incnmses at siicceisive
ages up to a point but then total biomass decreliies. In this example, the biomass deaeases significantly
from age three to age four. If you had the capability to harvest the entire yearwhss instantaneously and
you wanted to maximize your harvest in weight, you would wait until the Gsh were three years old.

 Diagram ¹7! TMs is a diagnun of a year<lass of diamond Gsh over three years with a constant
mem6 mortality rate and ao fishing permitted. Aftr three years of natural mortality, 60 individuals die
natuailly �5 during year 1, 20 during year 2, k 15 during year 3! and eighty pounds of spawning stock

 Diagraxn ¹8! %Ms is a diagiem of the same yearwlass but with a 6shery. In this example a
fishing mortality rate slightly larger than the natural mortality rate is used. Fishing removes individuals
&om the population, however, it also competes with natural mortality. Because some of the Gsh taken in
fishing are those that would die in that year, the actual number of mortalities from fishing is not a simple
arithmetic mmase over natu' mortality. As you can see, with Gshing, only 25 individuals die naturally
�4 during year 1, 7 during year 2, 4 4 during year 3! as opposed to 60 individuals with no fishing. The
resultant population is reduced howem. Afar three years of fishing as weil as natural mortality, only 24
pounds of spawning stock remain �0% of what would xemain if there was ao Gshery!. The total catch by
the fishery over three years was 63 individuals which weighed a total of 45 pounds.

A basic understanding of 6sh population dynamics aHows an individual to evaluate the likely
impact of various alternative management choices. 'Ile biological objective of Gsh maaiigement should
be to ensure the renewability of the resource while providing beaefits to 9 aety  usually expressed as
some type of physical yield!. Fishery ieguhitioas  alternative management choices! affect a fish gepula-
tion in one of two ways: by changing the rate of removals by fishing  fishiag mortality!, or by changing
the size of fish removed by Gshing.

Fisheries management is a dual proem with both biological and non-biological goals. 'Hie
biological goals aie amxxne$ with how much of the fish are available for ha+est while ensuring a
sustainable mource for future harvest. The noa-biologica1 goals are coacerjaed with who gets to partici-
pate  direct1y and indirectly! in the Gshery aad what beaefits are generated by using the Gsh population. If
the rational utilizanoa of fish stocks is to be the goal of futuie fish management, it will be necessary for
both the management decision mals aad the Gshery participants to have a basic uahmtandiag of fish
popula6on dymnics and the effects of alternative management choices on a fish popuhtion.
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Too Few Hsh or Too Maes Hshenmn? � INort Coatrol in the Haherioi
By Dr. Michael Orhigh

Mariae ~story, ~ of the Hwireianent
Dake Uaivasity

Bcaofat, North Caiuhiia

Physical ecology encompasses the fish habitat, and human ecology involves fishermiin, consum-
ers of fish pioducts, legislators, and alee~ people � all of the people that deal with fisheries. In dict,
teguiations affect human more than fish behavior. Management has to look at total ecology � both the
biological and the human side

Keep in mind that growth has cccuiied in the coastal zones in both leisure tourism indu<i~a and
settlement for retuement and growth purpoies. Folks are looking for a place where there is cheap land,
nice hunting and Gshing, and water accem. Movement to tbe coasts is the single largest demographic
txend, and is piojectied to continue over at least the next couple of generations. Horida and Texas have
alieady experienced this trend, which is beginning to come to Louisiana.

I wiH focus on a particular set of management tools using this total ecology approach caHed effort
control, also known as limited entry or limited access. h differs from most traditional fisheries manage-
ment in that these are systems that assign specific fishing rights or privileges to specific fisheiinan.
Unlike a system with a total quota permitting aH who desire to Gsh until tbe pieset quota is ieached, effort
control limits specific fishermen to specific things or privileges while others axe completely excluded
Corn participating in the fishery. Die type of limit depends on issues in the Gshmy.

Why is Effort Control Used in Fisheries Management?
Limited entry, 1imited access, many types of effort control are used in cases where there are too

many or too much of something, too many fishermen, too many vessels, andlor too much gear are de-
manding more of fishery resource than is available. Effort control is usually used because there are too
many fishermen, fishing ves!els or too much fishing gear in a given fishery. By "too inuch" we mean a
lot more than is net to catch the available amount of the fishery resource. As more effort comes into a
fishery the fishery pie" is split into smaHer and smaller pieces and thus the fisheimen's net income often
goes down, the fishery becomes more and more difficult to manage, and the Gsh stocks or the fish habitat
are sometimes harmed by the physical impact of the greater amount of fishing activity.

Where is Effort Contxol Currently Used?
Some form of effort control is cunently used in fisheries on aH coasts of the U.S. in fisheries such

as salmon, halibut and sablefish on the west coast; surf clams and wieckfish on the east coast; spiny
lobster in Florid; groundfish and 1obster in Hawaii; and in several fisheries in the Gieat Lakes and in
foreign countries. Limited entry or access systems are also in place for virtually aH of our other natural
iesources � timber, grazing lands, oil and gas, and increiising for resources such as water and air. Com-
petition and density of use has led to implementation of these systems in aH of our other natural resoun~
areas so we are not reaHy talking about something new for resource inanagement, we' re taIking about
something new for Gslieries.

What are the Major Forms of Effort Control?
The three general forms of effort control are license 1imitation, Individual Transferable Quotas

gTQs!, and gear-based effort controL License limitation is used for salmon in Alack+ In this form of
effort control, the total number of Gsheiman or fishing vessels are controHed in the fishery by limiting the
number of liam in specific categories. In Alaska, they divided the Gsheiy by areas such as Prince
William Sound, Southeast A~ Bristol Bay, and by gear like power tioH, set giHrmts, drift giHnets,
purse seine and they issued a certain number of permits to fish in each of those fisheries. To avoid a
monopoly, they limited the license holder to only one permit in each fishery. 'Ikey are limiting the
number of units that Gsh in the fishery.
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%le second form, 1TQs, hmits the amount of 6sh which can be taken out of the ~ each year.
Bach individual has a!yeHied amount of fish they can take out each year. Like aH effoxt control sys-
tems, 1TQs identify somelthing speci6c with each pemn or with each 6shing vesseL For example in the
New Finland groundfish fishexy, each fishexxnan or fishing vessel has a certain amount of fish that they
can take each year. An individual can change his personal quota by buying or selling these individual
transfenble quotas with other &4~en, This type of system contro1s how much Gsh comes out of the
~ as weH as who is taking that fish. In theory, 1Tgs permit Gshing anytime a Gshexmanwants to fish,
but he is limited to his own individual quota. He can fish aH year round or only when the price is high.
It's his choice. Hgs also phce a control on "derby" fishery. Ths is one where the demand placed on the
Gsliery occurs aH at once because everybody is trying to out compete each other befoxe the quota closes.

Gear-based limited entry or lixnited access was set up in Rorida a couple of years ago. In this
form, the amount of gear is limited. Each Gshennan has a mt;iin number of tx3p certificates � one
certificate per trap in the Gslery. If you have a thousand certificaam you can Gsh a the+sand traps in the
fishery. The total number of cextificates is not only limited but it is reduced a little bit every year as long
as the catch stays constant.

Diffexent problems in the fishery must be addressed with diffexent forms of effoxt contxoL No one
form of effort control will Gt the objectives of industry and xnanagement in aH Gsherim

Pre~m Toward Effort Control Systems
Effort control systems axx: somewhat different fxoxn other fishery management forms because they

largely address social and economic issues in the fishery. Therefoxe, it is especiaHy important to involve
all of the concerned constituent~ � comxnercial and xecxeational � in the consideration of these
systems from the very beginning. It is also particularly important to have a fuH set of information about
the social and economic as well as the biological situation in the fishery when considering effort contxol
systems. The social and economic information helps the xxianagexs and the constituents fully evaluate aH
of the relevant alternatives for effort controL Fust, this full set of information should be obtaimxL Sec-
ond, the corxxrned constituencies should coxne together to discixss and evaluate Ihe problems and issues
in the fishery. Third, the fuH range of alternatives for the resolution of those problems should be evalu-
ated, including 'no action' and nonMoxt control alternatives. Only after the managers and the fishexy
constituencies axe educated in this manner should foxxnal action be proposed.

%hat Do AH Of These Systems Have In Commons
All of the major systems currently in phce have begun by distributing an initial set of privileges

� whether it be li ~ Hg or gear-privileges � to the historical participants in the 6shery. This
distribution has been based on rods of licenses, catch or some other docuxnent. Basically, everyone
with a xecorded history of participation in the fishery has xeceived some of these initial privileges.

Although auctions or "first come-first served" systems have been suggested, none have been
implemented in any of the major systems for two reasons. First, the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and
Management Act does not aHow the coHection of 'economic xent' from a fishery, and thus auctions or
other fees in excess of administxxitive costs of the license are not aHowed. Second, the judgment has been
made that distributing the initial privileges to historical participants is a fair way to begin these new
systems.

Experience shows that distributing the initial set of privileges to the historical fishery participants
puts a cap on the problem. It slows down the escalating pxerzure being exerted on the fishery but it does
not reduce it. As a result, none of the major systems to date have been suomsfol at significantly reducing
the amount of effort in the system; that is, the problems have been slowed down, but not often resolved.
After issuing the initial privileges, the managers tried buying back licenses to xeduce the pressure on the
fishery. Buy-backs axe difficult because they are expensive and those wiHing to seH back their privileges
axe usuaHy the less productive fishermen.
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Matketable privileges are used by all of the major systems. That is, you enter and exit fiom or
adjust your level of participation in the fishery thiough the "market", by buying and selHng Hcenses, 1TQ,
etc. MaikeehiHty introduces fiexibiTity for firkermen, subject, of course, to the cost of the license, etc.
The government is put out of the business of coatrolHag the fish~ or allocating the fishery's privileges.
IILikcQd, the fL<ihcHQen make those declsioils ln the marketplace. With this system, fislM!sy managers caa
focus oa biology.

For marine fisheries, all of the current effort control systems address oaly commercial participa-
tion ia the fisliery. Although the piuticuhr problems and issues which effort contm is meant to ihldme
have occmmd principally ia commercial fisheries, many of these firheries have significant recreational
participation A lot of the inland fisheries have a limited entry system for recreational 6shiag, but most of
the marine fisheries areas have confined limited acorn to commercial fishmnen. Ie~ag attentioa will
have to be given to the relationship between commerdal and recreational participation ia potential effort
control systems.

What iue the Major Effects of the Existing Mort Control Systeinsl
First, the cumat effor control systems do restrict the number of fishing units, fishermen, or gear

in the fishery. The Alaskan sahnon fishery is an exception. In that case, decisions have been made to
incieiise the amount of privileges in the fishery. Today more hceases exist that at the beginning of effort
control. 'Ihe cost of entering the fishery is a restrictive or control measute for those who enter after the
initial distribution of privileges. However, the cost of Hcenses, 1TQ, etc. generally teQect the profitabiHty
in the 6shery; that is, Hcensm are expensive in lucrative fisheries, and less expensive if the fisliery is aot
as lucrative. Generally, these initial costs are amortized along with the other costs of the fishery business.

Second, the current systems appear to lend stability and predictability to their fisheries. Ex-vessel
fish prices tend to stabilize and in some cases increase. For instance, in Alaska, salmon fishermen used to
be at the mercy of the canneries. By holding control over when and in what quantity the product is
brought to the cannery, the fisherman has some control over the price he will receive for his harvest.
Banks have responded favorably to the stability, showing some willingness to loan money by acceptiag a
license or TIQ as collateraL Some fishermen then use that loan to buy a boat or other fishing gear.

Stability aad predictability show up in a higher degree of compliance to regulatioas. Although the
privilege owners don't own the fish, they do owa the right to fish aad that is valuable. It's what's call the
right of use of property. Although nothing tangible is owned, the right is valuable. Because the privilege
owners have this vested interest in the fishery, they will report those who are not fishing by the rules.

Third, some limited entry or access fisheries have resulted in a consoHdatioa of the fishing privi-
leges ia the hands of fewer fishermen. Some would call this a loss of treedom to eater or exit various
fisheries � especiaHy a problem in multi-species fisheries where people fish different species throughout
a year. Most effort control methods are not designed to avoid consolidation. Although some would label
this danger of monopoly, the mid-Atlantic surf clam &sh~ is improved by consoHdation. Surf clams are
used by hrge Fast Coast seafood chains like Howard Johnsces for clam strips. Today the harvesting
prtxxss is vertically integrated so that the whole industry is controlled by a small number of companies
who own lots of big ~ also pre~ the clams, and in some cases, ship them, At one time, some small
independent units worked the fishery. Ia fact, 153 people ieceived the original EIQs. Mer three or four
years, oaly 40 or 50 Hg holders and a couple of firms held a very high percentage of those ITQs. In this
case, the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council consciously decided to permit this consoHdation.
They recognized that in this verticaHy integrated industry, consolidation is the best method of ham~ for
the fishery. They emphasized, however, that nobody had to sell out. Anyone who objected to consolida-
tion was encouraged to go to court using anti-trust laws.
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The Larger Context: Wben To Use Effort Control
Limited entry or access systems must be viewed against the bachhop of the merall trends in

marine fisberies and in coastal communities. Leisure and tourism are the trend in most of these comrnuni-
ties, often bringing rapidly increasing land prices and new entrants into the fisheries, often on a part time
basis. In addition, most fisheries are coming under increasing regulation in gal, and increases in
imported fish products add to the pressures on commercial fisheries in the U.S.

In the face of these trends, the question for the U.S. commercial fishing industry is how to adapt.
Effort control � hmited entry, or access � systems may be one form of adaptation. Each case, however,
must be evaluated on its individual merits, with adequate social, economic and biological information.
No fishery exists in a vacuum. Neighboring fisheries as well as adjacent industries wiH be affected by
effort control. The Ml participation of aH concerned constituencies is required.
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Whh ' aa Ma:Ughhl ~LDWX
By Mike Wascom

Lransiana Sea Gael Legal Dcparlanent
Lauiaime Sea Grant Catielc Prcqiarn

Rm brief revir~ of the legishtive pnme in Louisiana with re.yw to fi.Aeries includes a brief
explanation of the ielationship heaeen the Deptirtment of Wildlife and Fisheries and the Wildlife and
Rsheries Commission.

A lot of things that a8'ect the fishing industry occur in the leljsbtuxe. The legishture passes laws
so tbe dates of it's sessions are important to know. Since the 1974 constitution, the legislature convened
every year in April and remained in session until mid July. Anything could be considered during the
sess' and no limit was set on the number of bills submitted for consideration. The House usually had
2,000 pieces of legishtion to consider, and the Senate an additional 2/00 pieces.

Last year we the voters passed a constitutional amendment to ietuxn to fhe way it was befole
1974 when one year Ihe legishtute would meet only to consider fiscal matters  anything connected with
the 6nancing of the state, appropriations, taxes, fees! and then the following year they would consider
ev~rthing else except fisca1 matters. And that's where we are today. This year the legislative session
that began on April 25 is a "fisca1 only" session. %e law says it "shall be restricted to consideration to
legish5on which provides for enactment of appropriations biQ, capital outlay bill, levying or authori.mg
a new tax, increasing an existing tax, legislating with respect to tax exemptions, exclusions, deductions,
reductions, repeal or aedits, or issuing bonds." So this year during the regular legishtive session, unless
for some reason you want to lower your fees or raise your fees or dedicate fees that you pay, you will get
few benefits from the legislative anion.

The Legislature still can authorise some resolutions to study issues holm. and it passu resolu-
tions that call for studies of certain issues. 'Ihis process can be used by fishermen for their own benefit.
For example, if there is a conQict between shrimpers and crabbers in some certain area, a legislative
resolution would establish a joint House/Senate study committee. These committees usually meet in
December, January, February, hold hearings, and discuss the issue. Generally their report contains some
draft legislation in it.

Now, any bill-to-be-introdexd must be piefiled no later than 5 p.m. of the Friday before the first
day of the regular session  which is always a Monday!. This helps legislators focus on the type of legisla-
tion they are going to deal with and cuts down on the amount of legislation. After that deidline, no
member of the legislatuie can introduce more than five bills, except as provided in the joint rules of the
legislatiue.

If you want to have legislation introduced, you must deal with the House Natural Resources
Ccenmittee and the Senate Natural Resolves Committee.  A list of the committee members foHows this
text.! If you have a problem in your fishery for which you have an idea for a solution, start worting on
your own legislator sometimes between the end of last year's session and the beginning of this session.
The earher the better. Discuss you idea with your own individual Reptesentative or Senator and with a
member of the House or Senate Natural Resource Committee because they are going to have the most
clout. To Snd the name of your own legislators, get a lzgishtive Guide from the Pubhc Affairs Pw~earch
Counc9 of Louisiana Inc.  PAR!, a non profit good government te mph organization. This book, issued
every four years, describes the legislative process, explains the time limits on bill introduction, contains
biographies on every legislator, and provides information on contacting legislators. 'Ihe cost is $6 for a
single copy; $5 for 2-50 copes. It's a good refetence.  Send to: P.O. Box 14776, Baton Rouge, LA
708984776.>

Have your ideas focused before you visit the hwmaker. Many people are trying to get in to see
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him. You should talk to your own legislator about getting the Ml introdua+ but you should also foHow
up with a member of the committee because it wiii be at the committee level where the semess or failure
of your legislation is determined. These people will even help you draft the legislation. I can also hejp
you draft legislation. AH you need to do is describe it on paper in two or tluee paragraphs. Be simple and
direct to make it easy for lawmakers to understand and turn it into a law or tegulation. Sea Grant and
your Marine Agents keep up with legislation proposals and most of ihe agents publish it m their newslet-

If you belong to an organization or if you have aHies along other areas of the coast, cexthnate
your ideas with them. It's important that people in other portions of the state know about your idea and
support it. A great idea can fail if aH passibk interested parties are not informed or if broad support has
not been generated.

A special session is sort of an exception. 'He governor issues a call for a special session and hsts
out whatever topics he wants considered at that speci@ session. If you have a very pressing issue some
clout inside the governor's office, you might get your topic included in the calL Otherwise, you have to
wait for a regular session.

What is the tejationship between the Louisiana Department of WHdlife and Fishy and the
Louisiana Wildiife and Fisherie Commission? @he list of cunent members of the Louisiana Wildlife and
Fisheries Commission also follows this text.! This relationship is a little confusing beciituc of the history
of wildlife and fisheries, and conservation efrorts in our suNe. Originally the Louisiana Wildlife «nd
Fisheries Commi~mon was what the department is today. When the l974 constitution was written, the
department was caned the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission and it had a dinx~.  Article IX,
Section VII, of the state constitution! It's a constitutionaHy creaoR body. A couple of years after the
constitution went into effect, the Edwards admunistration reorganized state goveroment into 20 depart-
ments. 'Ibey could not abolish the Commission because it was a constitutionaHy stnxtured body, so they
created the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries  LDWFj and put the Commission in it. LDWF does
reteateh, enforcement, certain functions like seafood marketing, while the Wildlife and Fisheries Com-
mission is the regulatory body with respect to fisheries matters. %be Commission is composed of seven
members of varying terms as determined by the constitution. SpecificaHy, three members have to be
electors of the coastal parishes and reptesentatives of the commercial fishing and fur industties, and four
have to be elected at large. More than three can be from coastal parislies, but only three are specifically
elected from those areas.

Louisiana's fisheries statutes are organized into a sectioti of Louisiana law caHed the Irised
Statutes in Title 56. It is updated at the end of each session. AH of the maime extension agents have a
copy of this, In these statutes the Cominission is given very broad authority to regulate with respect to
fish and sheHfish � they can promulgate rules and regulations, set seasons, times, places, size limits,
quotas, daily take and possession limits for aG wBdlife and fish. Fish as defined in our statutes include
sbeHfish. The Comtnissioa is now required to look at the overfishing implications, and weigh the social
and economic benefits to the state of various fishing tneasuies. This legislation, passed about 4 or 5 years
ago, is a substantial change &om the way it used to be.

'Ale Commission's power has increased in the past few years. The legislature used to be very
jealous of its authority, and wanted specific authority to iegulate with tespect to each fisliery, each shell
fishery. 'He legislature gave some of that authority to the commission because of the volume of details
involved in fishery legislation. Today, proposed regulations have to go to a House and Senate oversight
committee for approval. 'Ihe oversight committees for wlife and fisheries regulations ate the House
and Senate Natui31 Resources Committees. Those committees can ieject the regulations and send the
agency back to the drawing board. The commission meets every other month and riewspapers always
carry a public notice about the meeting time and location. Many of the meetings are in Baton Rouge.
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Face the Future - WRl You Ash?

Doug Gregory
Utiivesly af Hotida Sea Graat hymn

Key West, Honda

In the Gulf of Mexico the red snapper fishery, the primary teef fish in this area, is ccaicentrated m
the northern Gulf. Landings at one time in this coinmerdal fisher were as much as 10 million pounds,
but reported landings have gone down to 2 million pounds under the quota system. The last unrei~cted
landings of 3 million pounds were in 1990 or 1989. In recent years, iatidings have been between 2 and 4
miHion pounds.

'He first of5ciaHy recorded recreational harvest was 7 million pounds in 1%9. It poked at 10
million iti the 1980s and then declined to about 2 miHion pounds near the end of the period when the
regulations took effect.

The %hery management plan for reef fish was not implemented until 1984, eight years aftr the
Magnuson Act was passoi Mis reef fish plan encompassed over 50 species. In the case of many of these
species, little was known biologicaHy or in terms of htrvest rates. Keep in mind that the feder31 govern-
ment had not conected the data noxhd for stock assessments until 1984, eight years after passage of the
Magnusott Act. And, up to that time and even today, we ieally aren't sure about the biology of some of
the ieef fish species, particularly the grouper species. Management action for red sntipper consisted
primarily of gear restrictions and size limit. That plan primarily put a 13-mch size limit on red snapper
and also aQowed people to have five fish under the size limit. A single Maximum Sustainable Yield
 MSV! value was calculated for all snapper and grouper species combined and it was concluded that the
fishery was operatuig at the MSY leveL 'Ihe major impact was on the commercial fishery. The recre-
ational fishery was not impacted, attd the charter boat and head boat industries wete exempt until 1987
from this size limit because of a lawsuit they had SetL

In 1989, the Gulf of. Mexico Fisheiy Management Council  GMFMC! changed the basis of stock
assesilnent Gom a combined MSY to species-specific Spawning Potential Ratios  SPR!. 'IMs allowed
the GMFMC to manage a species on an individual basis rather than managing all reef fish the same way.
The itidividuality of each species life history could be taken into account. The SPR analyses concluded
red snapper, red grouper, and greater amberjack were overfished. 'INs management action was based on
the first available compiehensive stock mes!Nietit provided by the National Marine Fisheries Service
PVdFS! in 1988.

The regulations that followed Amendment 1 �990! expanded management action with more
restrictions, size and catch limits, and commercial fishing permit tequimnents. 'He amendment also
contained a definition of overfishittg and established procedures for rebuilding an overfished stock.
Qverfishing is defmed as the point at which the stock goes below the level of 20 percent SPR.

Amendment 1 also defined a commercial fisherman as one who could document more than 50
percent earned income fiom the fishery. A lottglitte- and vertical buoy gear-prohibited zone inshore of 50
fathoms was established by the amendment; and a seven fish cteel limit for iecteatiottal angiers and a
commercial quota of 3.1 miHion pounds were set. Shrimp vessels were limited to pcesession of the
recreational ied snapper creel limit oii board bycatch.

'Ibe magnitude of bycatch and its contribution to resource depletion was addiessed in Nov. 1990
whett the Magnuson Act was re-authorized. A thee-year tetcarch program to assess the impact was
authorized by Congtess.

This amendment dramatically increase regulations for iecreational and commercial fishermen
and, for the first time, included a quantitative evaluation of the impact of juvenile ted snapper bycatch in
the northern gulf shrimp trawl fishery. The longHne restriction, intended to limit longline and vertical
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buoy fishiag of mature spawning females oa the relatively aoa-stre~red mud aad shell bottoms, virtu-
ally eliminated that method of red snapper harvest. But, by restricting the area in which the longline ~
could be used, the regulation inlaw.ed bandit iigs fishing that target smaHer fish. This shift in gear use
incieL~ed the fishing mortality on younger fish and may have decayed the ream~ raie of the over-
fished red snapper stock.

The commercial ied snapper fishery was dosed Aug. 24, 1991 under the first year of quota
management when the 2 miHion pound quota was fiHed. 'Ibe mveatioaal 6sbery remained open through-
out the year. 'Ihe commercial fishing season reopened in January 1992 but the 2 miHion pound quota was
reached by February 22 � the fishery closed afier only 53 days of fishiag. The commercial fishery was
subsequently reopened on an emergency basis with a 1,000 pouad trip limit by NhlFS to alleviate the
economic and social disruption that oamae5 after the short red snapper season. The fishery then remained
closed for the rest of the year.

'Ihe last stock asar~ment for ied snapper, completed in 1992, coafirmed the earlier endings that
red snapper were draiaaticaHy overfished and that something drastic had to be done to hing them back.
We are due for another stock assessment this year �994! which, I hope, wiH show some of the recovery
that the fishermen have reported.

Today the GMFMC and commercial 6shermea are loohng at limited entry with trip limits and
Hgs. 'Ihe plan under coasiderati.oa would allow recreational fishermen and shrimp trawlers to buy the
Hgs aad retire thein from the fishery. Also M~IFS, assisted by Sea Giant and the shrimp iadustry, is
evaluating bycatch reduction devices fo minimize juvenile red snapper mortality.

What can we expect in future management action with respect to red srappeF Will red snapper
become a game 6sh? WiH it become a bycatch product of the shrimp fishery? Will limited entry in the
commercial fishery be effective? Aad will a similar efFort limitation program be needed for the recre-
ational fishery?

'Hie Magauson Act and the guidelines that NMFS promulgated for the councils stated that in a
multi-species you can elect to over6sh one species so that you can harvest another. So it is wilhin the
council's authority to tell aH the directed fishermen, recreational aad commercial, that red snapper wiH be
a by product of the shrimp industry. But it's not likely, just as it is not likely that red snapper wiH become
a game fish.

WiH limited entry into commercial 6!hery be eKective? We don't know.
What other sorts of things wH1 we see ia the recmstional fishery? Bag limits will go down and

the size limits will go up. EventuaHy a liraited entry program for charter boats, head boats, and maybe
even recreational fishermen is a possibility.

'Ihe availability of data to support analysis of management alternatives has been, and probably
will continue to be, a major weahem of the fishery management process. Basic biological data on major
species in the southeastern U.S. has only recently become available. Most questions related to the dynam-
ics of a fishery, 6shery impacts on habitat, and socioeconomic impacts of management either go unan-
swered or are assumed. The lack of adequate asressmeat data prior to the present has resulted in benign
neglect of the resources aad also in management over-reaction when over6shiag is finally documented,

If any single factor can be identified as the cause of the curieit state of the Gulf of Mexico fisher-
ies, it is the lack of foresight in securing Mery dependeat- and independent data for use in stock assess-
ments. But the power of scientific data hes m it's objectiveness. The best available scieati6c data is not
automatically accurate. Managers bear the burden of interpreting the data with a certain level of skepti-
cism and objectivity. Scientific data is the best foundation for management decision making, but it talm
managers to translate it into practical action to benefit both the reeuree and the fishety.

The regional councils aad WAIFS need to follow the national standards of the Magauson Act
more closely. 'Ihese standards represent the intent of Coagiess to protect and manage our fishery re-
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@aces with integrity and fairness.
However, I am afraid the future will depend simply on the outcome of the political presses

within the Gshery management system. The resolution of controversial fishery issues probably wiI1 not be
resolved through a logical science  data!-based pnxess but rather on the basis of which user group can
exert the most effective political gIesme on the executive and legislative branches of government. The
National Standards, which some fisherme consider the fishery bill of rights, are now regarded by most
fisfw:ry managers as nothing more than geemLl guide&Is. NOAA General Counsel has even stated this.
%his means that management decisions no longer are held up to an objective set of criteria, but are judged
solely on their short-term political merits.

En this environment, as long as different groups  set apart by type of fishing or type of gear! are
fighting each other for the winner to take all, nobody is going to win. Only if everyone works together to
maire fair and balanced decisions within the management process wN it be possible for fislmies to be
successfuHy managed on an ethical basis that truly represents the intent of Congress.



Arture Use aud Management of Shrimp in the Gulf of Medco
by thomas I. Murray

Consulting Marine Economist
Tampa, Florida

Let us briefiy examine the relative yowth and input trerids in the Gulf and South Atlantic shrimpharvesting sector over the past 20 years, separating the real &om the illusory." Growth can be attributedto capital expansion, which simply means mare vessels and more human capital in the shrimp fisheryover the years. The expansion began with passage of the 1976 Fishery Conservation and ManrigementAct  FCMA!, designed primarily to remove foreign fleets from the new U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone KEZ!. It was oriented initially to removing Russian, Polish, and Japaram tr3wiers &orna the U.S. coast.The result was that hundreds of U.S. shrimp vessels were in turn forced to return &om foreign waters likeMexico and Br3zil to the Gulf of Mexico following 1976 implementation of the Fisleries Conservationand Management Acr. Some of the Texas and Louisiana vessels that had been fishing three or fourmonths of the year off the Yucatan or o6'Tampico were forced to find a way to harivet exclusively inU.S. waters. These vowels mme of larger size classes than some of the vessels in U.S. waters. At the sametime, the existing number of fishermen in U.S. water iree;ised. 'Ihis was fishery management-related
capital expansion.

An example of this exists today in New England. In the area of Georges Bank, the North AtlanticFishery Management Council recently �994! reduced the quota on yellowtail fiounder, cod, and haddockby 50% because of fislmy overeapitalization � the demand on the resource is too high.  In this most
recent case, the federal government has proposed $30 miHion in support funds to soften the blow to thelocal economies. This is the first instance where the federal government appropriated money for the U.S.Department of Commerce to compensate for a fishery collapse either from environmental or overfishing
causes.!

At about the same time, government-induced capital expansion occurred. 'Ihese outside thefishery factors reinforced the growth in U.S. harvesting capital from the fishery-related expansion. Ihe
government encouraged fishery development. The U.S. Department of Commerce through the National
Marine Fisheries Service  N1VFS! increased financial assistance activity under the Title XI Loan Pro-
gram. By 1988, this program funded in excess of a $100 million in new and reconstructed capital in thesoutheast region  North Carolina ro Texas! shrimp industry. Ninety percent of the activity was in shrimp
trawlers in the Southeast region. By 1988, it funded 110 such operations valued together at $32 million in
Louisiana alone. nie Title XI Loan Program guaranteed loans. People in the shrimp business who
qualified under the program could have a loan guaranteed at a local bank Another federal program, theFNtn Credit System via the Production Ciedit 3hscciation  PCA! financed fishing vessels over a 15-year
period, longer than the norm.

These two sources of government authorized funding joined by commercial lendirig institutionsserved as conduits of expansion during the late 1970s and early '80s. This was an infiatioiiary time in theU.S. For example, fishing vessels often attracted arteiition by nonfishing investors because of the healthy
investment tax credit � at that time 10%. You could by a $200,000 boat and get a $20,000 investment
tax credit at the same time. Rapid capita1 depreciation rules prevaBed in the late 1970s too. The net
result: somebody who wasn't reaHy committed to the shrimp industry could get in for about a 12.5%
investment �3% cash investment plus a 10% investment cash credit! with an 875% government-
guafi5lteed loan.

WhBe aH this capital was coming in, incieasiiig shrimp prices further fueled expansion. 'Ihe
average weighted price of 31/35 count raw shrimp tails throughout the Gulf increased from $2.83/pound
to $4.2&pound from 1978 to 1979 � almost doubled in only a two year period. Unfortunately over that
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same brief period, the high prices ma~!ked a rise in Gulf of Meme diesel @el prices &om axouiid $039/
gaHon to $0.85/gaHon. And as we know, shriinping is a very fuel intensive business By 1981, fue1
averaged $1.11/gaHon and tbe average Gulf price of 31/35 count raw shrimp tails had gone from $42Q
pound thee years earlier, to $2.51. This was a real cost/price iqeeze.

'He sale price of iesseh increL~ed as weH, in part due to inflation, and in part due to b~and. A
significant inflation in vessel comeuction prices occurred over the 1976-80 period. 'Ibe price for a typical
75-foot vesll increased &en $142,000 in 1976 to $386,000 in 1980. Used vessels' values actielly
increased over the same brief period. In other ~ the surge in demand &om capitalization cteated a
shortage in vessels. Many fishennen saw that a vessel could be sold for more in 1%8 than it's original
purchase price in 1974. They sold, and ieinvested in bigger, more expensive vessels � with loans
guiiranteed by the federal govenmnent. Investment tax credits provided more capital with which to make
these purchases. Few nmhzed that this was a short term phenomenon. Many concluded, inaxrectly that
dddddd~dd,

In other words, tax policy and government policy having to do with financing instead of Qsllery
poHcy caused the value of fishing vessels to increase during this period. A lot of the sales cost inane
wasn't related to the earning capacity of the fleet but to a kind of a gold rush atmosphere.

By the time the truth started to be known, it was too lax. Analysis of sales of are-year-old
trawlers built in 1979 and sold in 1980 showed an average 25% appremtion in one year. T1iese kind of
signals should have told us what the future was going to be. It couldn't last. It wasn't driven by the asset
value of the earning potential of that boat. We are finding out now what the asset earning potentials of
those vessels are and it isn't very good.

A long-term decision was made on short-tenn phenomena. The federal government contributed to
the latter because they legislate short-term programs like Title XI whih they also have long term influ-
ence on the fisheries through management. 'IMs can happen again.

Some cirnmstamm look simihr. The price of 31/35 product averaged about $335/pound at the
end of August 1993, and diesel fuel prices hovered amund the $.75/gaHon range. Others look different:
Continued ddQiculty in obtaining affonhble vesM:l insuraiice limits the credit worthiness of today' s
shrimp vessel borrower. With the Tax Reform Act of 1986, vessels are worth what they can produce.
Little new capital is going into today's fishery. A lot of people appear to be leaving the Gulf shiimp
Qshery.

Declining effort agywrs to be occumng, and there are indications that catch per unit of effort may
in fact be increasing. We' ve had such a contraction of effort either from boats leaving, making fewer
trips, or from fishermen reacting to the negative things that are happening offshore, that the catch per unit
of effort now may be actuaHy increasing a Httle bit Gulf-wide For once, the federal government and the
shrimp industry people who fish offshore conform to each other's opinions.

%Ms all has the implication for production issues of current interest in bycatch, endangered
species, Hmited acct, and management. We' re right at the point now where the shrimp industry has
reached a peak and is going down. The issues now facing the shrimp industry are:
~WiH the offshore shrimp resource support the fishermen now that there ate fewer fishermen and less
government incentive to get in? In other words, will people shrimp because their boats have earning
power to support the fishermen's life styles?. Will the size of the offshore shrimp resown support those
vemcls stiH trawHng?

The product itself has stiff outside competition. The yowth in shrimp supplies since the late
1970s has been widely heralded. In 1976, U.S. landings of shrimp weie 245 million pounds and 270
million pounds were imported. Fifteen years later, 1981, U.S. shrimp landings measuied 198 million
pounds and imports accounted for 632 million pounds. %odd shrimp production is riding a crest of a
rapidly evolving world wide mariculture industry. By the conclusion of 1993, shrimp imports into the
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U.S. have grown steadHy for four years to a level of just over 600 miRion pounds but the ceasumption of
shrimp has jumped 43%. Of those imports, 42 of every 100 pounds arrives aheafy peeled, compared to
24 of every 100 pounds in 1989. It looks like the market can absorb domestic landings comfortably.

What problems wiH the bycatch dilemma contribute to the success of the Gsbery?
Most of shrimpers efforts in this area have been directed toward trying to prove that the bycatch

!yecies is caught only in very smaH numbers in the trawl 'Ihese efforts are not enough because an idea is
gaining strength among the general public that bycatch is wastehil � that is killing 'X" pouch of a
species in order to catch one pound of shrimp is a physical and biological waste. Social pratie is going
to make the feb' government or the council take action on shrimp bycatch simply because of this
peKeption.

'Ihis piessure wiH affect both the commercial and relational fislieries. Fishermen must pay
attention to this social pressure and be prepared to become adept at analyzing data and modeh used to
develop regulus. Fishermen must be prepared to view bycatch in a broader than species-specifi
nMeaer. For example, limited entry and individual transferable quota g7Q! program could be viewed as
a means of ieducing bycatch and enhancing conserviition.

11m shrimp fisliery isn't champed to participate dYectively in the limited entry program using
1TQs. Shrimp fisheries are complex multi-species fisheries with wide-ranging sizes of shrimp available
for hamlet in both fedeiel and state ~~rs. However, it seems to be politicaHy incorrect today to say that
Hgs won't solve problems. Pere is some interest in Washington D.C. for people to verify the potential
for this concept  TFQs! with facts and figures.

Itu~d, we  the fishermen! have to decide our owii aHocations � how many shrimp of a certain
size we can take and still preserve our fishery either through sanctuary, season, or closings, or some
similar method. We have got to take a look at that explicitly, to confioiit it. If we don't confront it, we
will be shortchanging ourselves.

For instance, inshore, about 940 Mermen attended and fiHed out questionnaires at one of 8
meetings held around the state recently on white shrimp sanctuaries. About one third of the meeting
participants said they were in favor of white shrimp sanctuaries iii some location, not necessarily aH
locations. Two thirds of the participants didn't waiit anything to do with white shrimp sanctua6~. How
do you define a sanctuary? If we just say that white shrimp sanctuaries are places where catching white
shrimp is forbidden, we have one definition. But if it is a sanctuary where you can't even hook a fish and
release it, you have a more comprehensive definition that implies limits on iecieatioiial and commercial
fishermen. This second definition may be applied to federal refuges � many in Louisiana. Fishermen
have to take the lead or pay consequences later.

Perhaps we can protect the resource through the commercial shrimping license. At present, the
State of Louisiana treats its liamsm in a conflicting manner. In order for commercial fishermen to
secuie a fuel tax exemption or a sales tax exemption, each has to provide a notarized certificate when
applying for those progiems that 50% of his income is generated by commercial fishing. If in fact we
may have too many people inshore perhaps puttiiig undue piessuie on the resouiee, why not be consis-
tent? Why not make the application for a commercial fishing license include notarized ceitification that
50% of the applicant's income is generated by commercial fishing? It is just a smaH step. We iecognize it
to get the tax incentives and the benefits the state gives you. Ihese aie state resources. Since the shrimp
are the biggest of the benefits the state has, those benefiting from it should also depend on commercial
fishing for some of their income.

Overall, these comments point to two important needs. First, shrimpers need to develop stronger
leadership to effectively participate in policy development Second, goveriiments at aH levels need to
develop consistent poHcies. Consistent policies send clear messages to those using public fishery re-
sources � messages that resoune rusers can incoqerate into their planning and conservation efforts.
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Face the Future: WRl You Hsh Blue Crab?
By Alan Matherne

Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service
LSU Agricultural Center

Louisiana Sea Grant College Program

Blue crabs are a crucial component in esture food webs. 'Ihe blue crab fishery is one of the
laqest commercial and recreational fisheries in both Louisiana and the Gulf of Mexico. Crabs rank third
in value in the Gulf of Mexico behind shrimp and oysters. The blue crab fishery is the hugest crab firhery
in the U.S. compaied to fisheries such as the hng crab, the snow crab, and the golden crab fisheries. Prior
to Worid War Il, the Louisiiina blue crab firhery accounted for about 91% of de Gulf total crab hanest.
Since 1968, it has made up a third of this total and since 1983, the louisiana harvest of blue crabs has
made up more than half of the total Gulf production. 'Ibe fisheqr, unlike many of our other fisheries,
occurs almost exchsively in state watei3.

'Ibe biology of the blue crab rehtes to the fishery. Blue crabs ieach reproductive maturity in
about 10 to 12 months � they are an annual crop just like shrimp. Blue crabs utilize the entire range of
the estu:uy, from the fresh waters of the inland bays and bayous to the saline waters of the Gulf of
Mexico. Because of that range, coastal hnd loss and coastal degradation could have a major impact on
the future of the crab fiskery. Blue crabs are taken year around in coiistal Louisiana in mesh, brackish, and
shallow Gulf habitat,

Growth and maturation occurs through a series of molts. When a crab's hard shell is shed, amore
valuable product called the soft crab is produced.

The blue crab fishery provides a very important some of employment f' or many of the economi-
cally depie<eed aieas in the coastal zone. Employment in the harvesting sector creates additional emp1oy-
ment in the wholesaling processing areas. Commercial harvests are believed to have occuiexl since at
1east the early 1800s. Landings are documented since at least 1880, and continuous data upon which to
make crab fishery management demons has been documented since 1948. 'IMs fishery initially devel-
oped in the New Orleans area, probably because of the maiketing potential for fresh product. Proces! Id
product came later.

Prior to 1969, Louisiana averaged about 8 million pounds of commercial hard ciab landings per
year, in the range of about 0.25 to 31 million pounds. Although baited tmtlines were the primary liarvest
method, some crabs were har ~ted, particularly in the Lake Pontchartrain area, using drop nets, and some
incidental catch resulted from trawls, handlines, and hoopnets. From 1967 into the 1980s, landings
increamf steadily, mainly the result of the increased use of wue crab traps. These became predominant in
Louisiana in about 1967. Since that time, harvests in the blue crab fishery have inimased dramatically,
with several record harvests. Blue crab harvests peaked in 1988 with the highest recorded harvest ever in
Louisiana of 535 million pounds.

Most of the increase in this fishery cecurnA for a number of reisons:
~ Recognition of the apparent underutilized abundance of the blue crab resource.
~ A low fixed investment reyiirement Just about anyone with a small boat, an outboard motor, and a
couple of hundred dollars can buy a few crab traps, some but, licenses, and become a commercial cnb
fisherman.
~An oil and gas depression at the time of peak abundance. High unemployment led many non-fishing
people to enter the fishery to secure income for the3r famiTies.
~erfishing in other fisheries. Many of these commercial fishermen turned to blue crabs to maintain

~ Vietnamese immigrants. The crab fishery was one of the easiest for the Vietnamese to enter.
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In the late 1980s and early '90s, the number of 6shexxxM:n entering this industry stabilized. Rapid
gvmvth in ihe fishery during previous yeaxs resulted in declining catch xetes. Although the number of
6shermen entering the industry stabilized, the number of tx3ys per 6sliexxnan and infation inczeised.
Fluctuation in yearly stocks began to be common, not only because of the increased harvest effort in the
6shery, but also because the eituarhe envimnment upon which the crabs depend was changing.

Last year, 1993, production was down about 13% &om 1992   51.7 million pounds in '92 de-
creased to 453 miHion pounds in '93!. 'Hie number of crabhers peked ixi 1989 at 3019 according to the
number of crab Gshing licenses issued. 'Qe total has varied &om the early 80s to present betueea 2500-
3000 licenses issue

Landings in the soft crab industry prior to 1940 were actuaHy pretty high � almost 200,000
pounds per year on avexage taken mostly with bushhnes, haul seines, txotlines, dipnets and driblets.
During the 1940s and '50s, production varied between 350,000-881,000 pounds. During Ce 1960s, '70s,
and '80s, the soft crab industry in Louisiana declined to 75,000 pounds in 1984.

Decreased water quality in some of the production Neas ieduced the quality of the habitat. When
silted or otherwie polluted water was either pumped through flow through systems or naturaHy Qowed
thxough large ganesa boxes called flo«tears or vivi«s  used to hold soft crabs during xnolting!, production
was negatively affected' Soft crab production was also affected because of the hck of a reliable soume of
buster crabs. Haxd crab fishermen didn't xecognize the value of buster cribs as an important souxoe of
extxa lhclicne.

AAm 1984, soft crab production increased to nearly a quarter miHion pouxids in 1990, partly due
to new technology for soft crab production and partly tee«use those in the haxd crab fishery xealized that
they could sort out the busters and seH them to soft crab producers. 'He technology af xe&culating 6lter
systems, developed in the late 1980s and early '90s, elimixiated dependence on natural water and the
accompanying pollution problems. 'Ihrough Extension Servi~ Grant woxtshops, a lot of people
xeplaced their float cars with these systems. Jimmy pots vere also developed. In these crab traps, the
male is a decoy. Since females are ready to mate when they xnolt, they are enticed into the trap and then
harviwA

Crabbers realized that they could incxease fourfold the value of some of their crabs if they simply
culled and sold the busters, Crabs prices may range from $026 to $0.50 a pound, but buster crabs can
range anywhere fxom $0.30 to $0.80 or more each.

The recreational crab fishery is important to Louisiana's recreational fishing although it yields
only a smaH percentage of the commercial harvest. Vince Guillory's study in Terxebonne Parish showed
that about 4% of the total commercial harvest came from recreational 6shermen. Recxeational 6shing
effort and harvest has increase in the past 25 yeaxs for a couyle of xeasons:
«The increxued xnobility of residents. Two-thirds of Louisiana's residents axe within a two-hour drive of
our coastal zone making acoess to the 6shexy easy-
«A new family activity. With a bucket of chicken necks, the whole family can catch crabs and, «t the end
of the day, have good food to take home and boil

The Blue Crab Fishery Today
The Louisiana ~ Task Force, for which I have served as a faciTitator since its inception in the

hte 1980s, has obser ed and been part of many changes or trends.
~ has stabilized. The plasticwovexed wixe crab traps axe now primary gear although some incidental
and dire~ed catch still occurs by shrimp trawls. Trotline crabbing is just about extinct.
«Landings and harvest have stabxTized. Since 1987, hmsiana has averaged about 47 miHion pounds of
blue crabs per year with only two low years in that period � 1989 and '90 with only 33 and 39 million
pounds xespectively. Crab production appears to be cyclicaL
«'Ibe average size of crabs has decreased  according to aexdotai data, primarily &om enforcement
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af5cea!.
~'Ihe value of the Gshery is increasing. Last year some crab fisbemen nxxived record high prices at
dockside � as much as $1 per pound for top grade. On average over the 1987 to '92 period, de Jmide
prices ranged Aom $0.35 to $052 per pound, and the dodge prices for blue crab in Louisiana are
slightly higher than the national average. 'Ihe blue crab fishery in Louisiana is worth about $55 miHion
annually � ranging between $44 and $64 miHion.
~'Ihe processing industry upoii which the blue crab industry depends is volatile. The picked product is the
most profitable. Crab pnxming wiH most likely be significantly affected by new safety and health
regulations, particularly the HACCP tlat~~ analysis critical control point! program.
+'Ihe crab industry has come a long way in leadership and organization. SmaH local c~iizations  Cori-
cerned Crahbers of Louisiana! eventuaHy evolved into the Louisiana Crab Task Force in the late 19&Os. It
is heavily involved in management.

Problems To Be Faced
This fishery is faced with many problems. Habitat degradation can result in reduced pmduction.

Over capitalization has occurred in the crab industry and may be continuaHy occurring, User group
conflicts, particularly between crsbbers and shrimpers or amongst crabbers is ongoing. Crab and crab
trap theft escalated when the value of the fishery increased in the 1980s and will probably continue to
increase. Harvest and pression of undereized crabs is the most common enforcement problem in the
crab industry. Water quality and the availability of bustm continues to affect soft-shelled crab shedding.
Bait, accounting for about 34% of crabbing expenses, is complicated by occasional shortages. Imports
and the production of surimi or arti6cial crab products may create market problems as they attempt to
replace natural crab meat in some m~ Expenses related to new health regulations cauld drive some
of the small cnb processors out of busing. Establishment of tIme and area restrictions as rejcently
instituted in the Sabine Lake area, could set a premhnt for other areas.

The lack of good consistent data complicates blue crab management. Little soft-sheHed crab
production data exists and without shedders' licenses, no easy way exists to obtain it. Gaps exist in the
blue crab fishery data as weH. Some of the recorded ha+est fluctuations may be due to the variety of
methods used to estimate landings.

Re Future

In the short term, enforcement is going to iricnme � on the water, in the bayous, and in the
marshes. Crabbers are trying to regulate them. elves. Through the Louisiana Crab Task Force, they' re
sponsoring legislatiori this session to increase the crab trap licensee fee to $100. The revenues generated by
this irs~ise would be used by a crab enforcement strike force similar to the oyster industry's. The task
force is also proposing a $25 crab shedders license.

On the long term, this fishery may have to work within seasons, and restricted areas. Incnm~ed
management and more regulations aie certainties but, but with good leaders, strong organization, and the
task force, the industry should be able to guide and influx: the development of those regulations.
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Face the Future +ster Marketing
By Walter R. Keithly Jr.

Caco& Barrie> institute

laaisilina Sate Ui&ersiy

Louisiana has historically led the nation in the production of oysters with annual harvests generaHy
ranging from about 8 to 13 million pounds  meats!. 'He dockside value of the annual harvests has xanged
from about $15 miHion to mote than $25 mnlion.

As aptly described in the November/I:~ber 1990 issue of the trade journal Secgbod Business, the
southeast oyster 6sliery, including Louisiana's, can best be described as a "beleaguered industry." Con-
cern has traditionally focused on those environmental parameters detrimental to long term production
sustaiinibiTity. In more ment years, however, concern over low prices has also been exgeesml within the
industry.

Evaluated on a quarterly basis, Lceisiue's oyster production ranged from about 2 miHion pounth to
almost 5 million pounds during the 1980s and was highly cyclical in natiue  Figure 1!. Reported pmRc-
tion for the 6rst three years of the 1990s was substantially below the long-run average quarterly produc-
tion of the 1980s and never exceed the three miHion pound mark in any one quarter. Despite the sharp
decline in poundage produced, the conesponding dockside price also feH substantiaHy with the downward
trend becoming particularly appaient in the 6rst quarter of 1991  Figure 2!. In the last quarter of 1990, for
example, the Louisiana dockside price averaged $3.59 per pound  meat!. It fell by 25% to $2.70 per
pound in the first quarter of 1991 and by the last quarter of 1992 it averaged just $2.04  or more than a
4% decline from the price reported in the last quarter of 1990!. The concunent decline in products
harvested and price has resulted in a dockside value lower than observed since the eady to mid 1980s.

Re decline in tuuisLina's dockside oyster price can be attributed to two primary factors Rrst, away-
from-home consumption, which constitutes a large proportion of oyster usage, tends to be very iespcesive
to conditions in the general economy. When the U.S. economy was in a recessionary period during the
early 1990s, the demand for oysters declined.

The second factor which attributed to the decline in the price of Louisiana produced oysters was the
inched awareness by health officials and the general pubHc concerning the consumption of raw oysters
infected with the naturaHy occiirring bacteria, Vibrio vulnigcus, found in an extremely smaH proportion of
hanested oysters. While the cccurrence of the bacteria is small, the implications of consuniing raw
oysters containing this bacteria are large among the small segment of the population whose immune
system is susceptible to vutnificus. While little or no threat to healthy people, vulnificus from warm-~
oysters has been linked to at least 50 deaths in California, Louisiana and Florida since 1977  Restaurant
News, 2/491!, according to Health Services statistics.

California, in response to the health tlueat, initiated a program on March 1, 1991 which iequired
anyone selling Gulf Region-produced oysters to notify potential consumers that the "consumption of taw
oysters can cause iHness and death among people with liver disease, chronic iHnemes, of weakened
immune systems."  Restaurant News, 2/491!

The mandatory California wariiing labels, the first time a state agency has ruled that a warning label
must be placed on a food item, has reduced the demand for Louisiana's oyster handiest. Sales of shell
stock in California by Louisiana and Alabama oyster gremxs and dealers reportedly feH by as much as
60% after the mandatory warning labels in that state restaurant News, 381!. Furthermore, California's
mandatory warning teceived extensive press in the local papers, including &ont page headline in the
?inies Picayune. This negative publicity likely resulted in a reduction in local demand for the product.
FinaHy, at the time that California began iequiring warning labels, many of the Louisiana dealers began to
voluntarily place warning labels on their products in the local markets  the warning label has since be-
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come trutndatory in Louisiana!. The impacts of aH these factors on price Ne clear1y evident  see Figure
2!.

Since early 1992, this downward price trend has leWed oK There Ne some longer run issues that
could further impact oyster prices, hownm, that the industry must also consider. Rrst, asmems con-
cermng estuarine pollution and its potential impact on the quality of seafood we consume has been
heightened in recent years through extensive publicity. The U.S. annual per capita ctesumption of
commercial seafood pealed at 16.2 pounds in 1987 and by 1992 had fallen almost 10% to 14.8 pounds.
At hast a portion of this decline can be attributed to the negative publicity. Oysters, being estutuine-
dependent and filter feeders, are particularly ~tible to poHution. Specifically. they Ne knmvn to
harbor many of the poHutants.

A second, long run issue con&onting the viability of the oyster industry is the increased competition
among food ptoducts and other seafood products. 'He beef industry for example, makes significant
expenditures annually to promote its product. Some seafood products, such as salmon and catfi!h, are
also promoted widely on a generic basis. Given limited household food budgets, iezemA competition
fiom other seafood and non-seafood products is likely to negatively impact the demand for oysters.

FinaHy, it is important to recognize that the existing hbeling laws Ne likely to continue and, in the
longer run, more restrictive labels may become mandatory. The current label is very detailed but is
targeted toward only the small portion of the popuhtion with immmwx mpromised systems. Tlie
labeling may become more broad in the future.

These short- and long-term issues aH present a challenge to the oyster industry. The quality control
afforded by HACCP - hazardous analysis critical control process - during processing may make consum-
ers feel better about the food they are buying, but thos: warning labels still stunuhte apprehension.
Income growth in the 1990s could lead to an improvement in oyster prices. Prices tend to increase with
income, Income growth is dependent upon domestic politica

Improved prjces require counteracting these long and short term phenomena in some way. Perhaps,
generic oyster promotion would help. Certain characteristics of a product are conducive to advertising or
successful promotion.
1. 'Ibe product must be relatively homogeneous - a single type of product. From that standpoint, oysters
may be successfuHy promoted.
2. A product must not totally lose its identity in the marl+ting channels. People can recognize an oyster in
many forms - fried, baled, or canned.
3. Substitutes should not be available - at least not an excessive number of them. Two types of oysters ate
available: the Phcific and the Gulf oyster. 'De Choepeale is hardly marketed anymore. Imports are
limited. ZM: major substitute would be other types of seafood.
4. %e producers must have common objectives. Most of the producers in Loasana have one objective-
to improve fhe price of oystera
5. The industry must not be monopoHzed by a few firms. Although Louisiana has some hrge producers,
the absolute number of producers and dealers is relatively hrge.
6. The existing supply mponse to rising prices is important. The goal of the promotion is to increase
demand, and iizmmse price. But a large in+ease in supply responding to increased price can actuaHy
bring the price back down. In Louisiana, the production of oysters is fatly limited. Louisiana ave~
10 to 12 million pounds per year independent of price movements. Imports Ne almost an exclusively
emeA product, providing litQe competition and having little effect on the fresh supply.
7. Funds for promotion must be adequate and exist to ensuie continuity from season to season. 'He
Louisiana Seafood Promotion 4 Marketing Board, which promotes aH seafood in Louisiana including
oysters, has a telatively limited budget of about $300,000 to $400,000 a year. the oyster industiy has
taxed itself through the Oyster Task Force, recommending the sale of the tags and use of resulting rev-
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enues to promote oysters.
'Iberefore successM promotion in the oyster industry is possible. An example was conducted just

before Lent and Valentines Day at Schwegmann's. lt started a month before Valentine's Day. A yeari
necklace was a prize on a drawing among all of the customers who purchased oysters during the month-
long promotion. The promotion board spent about $1600 on this promotion campaign. 'Ibe seafood
manager at Schweyn tnn's said that oyster purchases increased by 40% during the campaign. In other
words, a relatively smal1 promotion campaign can be sua~sful in improving the oyster market and
increasing the price of the product.
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Face the Fistsire: %iH Yosi Hah Spotted Seatteut?
Wendell Lorio

IA!aisiaaa Ox!t.endive Eaeuske Scsvice
LSU Agriaittu!3l ~as

Laeisi ma Sea Gamt CNcge Prognm

The objectives of scientific fisheries management are preventing over&hing, preventing under
utilization» equitably allocating the iesource, and sometimes increasing production in a species-specific
manner. In many cases, fislierier» management actuaHy is trying to maintain what we have. The speckled
trout or spotted seatrout is probably the fish that is targeted most by sport fi!8xnuan throughout the Gulf
of Mexico region. Will it be in the future? Let's look at management and this species in its habitat.

What data is n qm'!red for fisheries management? We need to know the total number of Qsh
a eilable, Ihe number added each year by spawning, rates of growth and death, the environmental factors
that give life support to the species, and the kind of effort it takes to catch the fish.

Speclded trout ~~ly spawn between Mamh and October. Their feeding habits change as they
mature. Early in life, spotted seatrout feed on crust!means, and then feed more on fishes hke mullet as
they mature. Generally, the bigger the fish the bigger the fish food item is. They feed on what is avail-
able within the food chain.

The estau~ habitat supports the speckled trout. Marshes feed the estuary, which in turn feeds
the food orrpdsm, which feeds the trout. This chain begins in hesh water and continues to the estuary,
the beach ridge, eventually to the Gulf. Vegetation is broken down by bacteria back in the marsh, form-
ing detritus. 'Ihe detritus is consumed by the juvenile organism and some crustaceans � crabs and
shrimp � which are then eaten by the fish population. The young trout consumes shrimp, the older bout,
mullet, both available only bemuse of the presence in the chain of detritus. It's the base of the swamp and
estuary food chain. Algae is the base of the inland lakes and marine food chainL

In some data we collected in a Sea Grant project in Mississippi several years ago, the spotted
seatrout or speckled trout accounted for 12 percent by weight of the catch and had an average weight of
1.43 pounds. These data were gathered by a roving creel sampHng at Horn Mand, Ship Island, and Cat
Mand oK the coast of Mississippi. Based on our knowledge of the habitat, these seatrout undoubtedly
were supported by coastal wetlands. What would happen to these figures under conditions of Loui!mme's
coastal wetland loss?

From 197S to 1990, about 34.9 square miles of marsh land were lost from our coa~»~. Accord-
ing to Dr. Eugene Odom at the University of Georgia, one acre of marsh supports about 600 pounds of
harvestable fish. By taking 10% of that figure to get the amount of harvestable speckled trout,  rounding
off from the roving creel sample! we could assaime 60 pounds per acre of the harvest is speckled trout.
Converting that figure to a per-slue-mile basis, we can assume 38,000 pounds of speckled trout per
square mile. Therefore, if we lose 34.9 square miles per year, we can estimate an annual loss of produc-
tion of a little over 1.3 million pounds of speckled trout. In fact, the production potential of everything
dependent on the detritus base of the food chain would be reduced by wetland loss because fewer ~-
ceans will survive becau.e less food is available for them, providing food for fewer larger fish like the
speckled trout.

Fiesh water diversion projects like the Davis Pond project in the Bonne Carie Spillway have the
potential for building or rebuilding marshland As Jerald Horst indicated, these projects might lead to
some species displacement because of changed marsh location or loss of a spies before rebuilding
occurs. Habitat may also be reduced because of the relationship of nursery area to stream flow. Low
stream flow or stream discharge leaves quite a bit of brackish area � nursery � for the production and
survival of juvenile speckled trout. But moderate discharge reduces the nursery area for spotted seatrout



and for any other orgaiu.mas associated with the nursery area food chain. In Good conditions the Qshety is
disphced a little further offshore. In the Biloxi marsh when the Pearl River was in flood stage, I have
obsemxf many fieshwater fishes � ciitfish, bass, etc. � lmt came across Lake Borgne into the Biloxi
marsh aiea.

Data shows coaelation between the production of the yearwhss trends of speckled trout and the
stream discharge, For example, in some data by Dr. Fied Biyan, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, LSU
School of Forest Resources, taken at a high discharge show high crawfish production. The 1973 and '74
yearwhss stiength for specMed trout was vety low due to loss of nursery aieas fiom these floods.

It takes about 3-4 years for peak production to recover. By loohng at the peak in the data and a
drop in "77 in stream discharge, you can predict that the hndings of speckled trout or estimate that the
population wiH inaease in about 1980 � and both did.

Seasons or time of steam discharge are important with species like this one. When speckled tmut
axe spawning between March and April, a high discharge will negatively affect yearwlass imends.

People impact the 6shery iesource by aHocating the mome among group@ An abundant fishery
tesoune impacts people by motivating them to catch fish. People aho impact other people in the 6slM.ry
� such as the gillnetting-spoitfishing controversy because each takes some of the resource &om the
other. Speckled trout can survive and do weH without our management. In fish~ management, we Ne
really managing people � how a resouice can be aHocated equitably betveeri the user groups. Some
give and take is required; every user group must sacrNce something. People management is the same in
aH fisheries, but the biology of each species differs and, as a result, aHocation portions may differ.

In a graph of total averages of spotted seatrout by age groups from data gathered by Corky Peneg
Dave Aznoldi and me, one-year~id speckled trout are about &6.5 inches. They mach 12 inches at ages 2
and 3. At that time, they leave the nursery and enter the fishy. In the second or third year, they produce
an average of about 15,000 eggs each; at age 7-8, a spotted seatiout can produce over a mBIion eggs. This
means 50-100 of the younger, small 6sh are newel to have the spawning potential of one hrger fish.

This biology leads me to conclude that the 12-inch minimum now used for allocating spotted
seatiout may not be in the Louisiana spotted seatrout fishery's best interest. 22imination of the 12-inch
limit may be the best way to inanage the spotted seatrout in the Louisiana waters.

Louisiana has a large expansion of marsh to support a large young population. Natura1 mortality
of the largest population segment, 2-3 year olds, is higher than that of older fish. By permitting fishermen
to catch some of these smaller fish, the population of the smaHer fish would be reduced by catch and
initural mortaHty, inaking more room in the habitat for the older 6sh to spawn. Allocation would be
simply by number of fish. Enforcement would be easier � an enforcement agent would not have to

b. hy d I I~ dhhlhh dddb hdb
similarly managed because both could be iestricted by size and numbers. Some data show that the size of
fish harvested can be controHed by giHnet mesh size. Th: smaHer mesh size snags more of a wider range
of fish sizes than with 2.25 inch meslL There is a one iniHion pouiid quota on commercial harvest of
speckled tmut.

What does the future look like? Some say this fishery is at a sunrise, others, at a sunset. I think it
is at sunrise � the futme for the speckled trout fishery is Louisiana is very good. Providing that we can
~d I II b' d hd I Ihh» h d bl y I I
and the commeicial fisherman shaking hands and being buddies. As this species demon.~ 6sheries
management means people management using iyedes-specific data to encourage harvest in the best
interest of the resouice. Speckled trout are short-lived and cannot be stockpiled.
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Face the Astijre: Will You Ash Red Drgm?
By Chuck Wilson

Goastal Fisheies hsdreio
Louishma Seae Un!vasily

The history of red drum fishery management will be a classic success story if we stay oti track.
Although a sermon!> problem was eminent back in 1986-'87, overfi~g and quick actions at the state and
federal levels lead to a recovery that is providing an int,m«ing number of 6sh for llr~esa. Unfortunately,
the management story iepresents one of the most heated and emotional issues faced by finfish Qshermen
along coasts Louisiana and that will not change in the immediate future. The heat in the near future will
inciea!e as we face questions about where to harvest the fish  in state or federal waters!, and how to
allocate this tesmce.

To understand this 6shery, lets look briefiy at the life cyde of iedfish in relation to management
decimons, consider the historical perspective on the evolution of the pioblern and our efforts to under-
stand it, and then conclude with some thoughts about the next few years m this fishery.

Life Cycle Factors For Management
lbxl6sh spawn in the fall, primarily oFshoie, in 30-80 feet of water. The eggs, embryo and

larvae drift implore, riding the wind-driven currents that occur during the fall spawning remm. 'HN
young grow up m the estuary, occupying the marsh edge habitat and later open bay, and eventuaHy
migrate offshore.

'IMs migration offshore has been a fairly difficult to track. The size of the movement and respec-
tive numbers have been elusive. Our studies of md6!k have confirmed fish as young as one year old in
the offshore population, a significant number of fish are o6'shore by the time they are four years old, and
year~lasses Ne o6'shore by 6 or 7. We know that this general movement offshore coincides with their
maturation and a general slowdown in gros% rate.

A ted drum is unique in two ways: it is long-lived, living up to 40 years, and fecundity is high.
'Here is a meson that this fish has evolved a strategy to live for 40 years and to reproduce annuaHy for 35
more years. Contra<4 this to a inenhaden that lives two or three years.

We age fish using bones out of the head caHed otoliths. If you cut an otolith open, it has rings just
like a tree, The oldest red drum we have seen to date was about 43 years old, which is a fairiy old fish by
Gulf of Mexico standards.

Our work on the reproductive biology shows that 50% of a ted drum yearwlass  fish born the
same year! is spawns>g by the time it is four years old. AH of a yearwlass is capable of spawning by the
time it is 6 years old, Bebop 1987-'92 we found that each fish ieleases 1-2 million eggs per spawning
event and the fish may spawn 20 times in a given year. So in any given year, a red drum may release 20
miHion eggs. It has an incredible potential to produce young for the population in a good year.

There is a reason that this fish 1! lives a long time, and 2! produces biHions of eggs over its
lifetime. Most of the overfishing that we have seen throughout the world has occurred in fairly long lived
species because these fish have evolved a strategy by which that population allows individuals to grow
old and reproduce for many years. 'Hiis teproductive strategy is necessriry to ieplace the population year
after year.We now have a good appreciation for the biology of iedfish, however, scientists stiH debate about
stock resolution. The overaH and exact size of the iesource is stiH unn~lved. We beheve that the bulk
of the spawning population lives off the coast of Louisiana and some small schools live off Texas and
Floiida. Do these populations together form one stock of fish for the entire Gulf or many stocks of fish?
Geneticists favor the conclusion of one stock of fish. GeneticaHy the fish are no de'eient in Texas and
coastal Gulf waters than in Louisiana's coastal water.' 'Here are some subtle differences, but for man-
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ageinent purses we recognize this as one stock Hmivimx, we should recognize for management
purpo!Cs that there are two interdependent groups of fish sepiraied by lifekistory stage and majoagement
unit: an inshore popuhtion and an offshore population. These two groups have different recruitment and
escapement components and ate state and federal resources respectfully.

History of the Problem
The pending shortfaH in nature's production of redfish was first visiialized in 1986. Individuals in

the population at that time had been born as eady as 1952, and we had fish as recent as the 1984 year-
class showing up in our surveys. We saw a "bole" in the population bwmm 1976 and 1977 and a low
number of fish in that portion of a population graph based on our data.

In terms of human popuhtion, a healthy popuhtion should have a &w old timers and a lot of
youngsters. Reduction in the number of individuals in a cohort occurs through natural mortality. But in
the ied drum histogram, we were initially alarmed because we found very few redfish offshore in these
younger age classeL Tbe 1986, '87, and '88 year+lasses were not as strong as o!der yearwlmm It was
apgerent  based on this graph and some information on harvest rates inshore! that fish just weren't getting
offshore.

At the time this resource was being hammeNxl by offshor fi~hermen and there was a pubhc
outcry about overfishing. Recreational fishermen were seeing hrge quantities of redfish being loaded into
commercial boats. When the boats were Ml, the re%!k that were left in the purse seine were released.
Unfortunately, many dead fish floated oK At the same time, recreational fishermen who had grown up in
a 2 or 3 box per day Sportsman's Paradise were taking large numbers of fish inshore. As a result of
overfisliing by both user groups, strict regulations were imposed.

Since regulations went into effect, the population's recovery has been very quick and actuaHy
faster Oen expected. We continued to follow the recovery through 1992 with federal funding through
hbQUPIN, Sea Grant, and the help of many commercial fishermen and recreational fishermen.

Over a six-year period, a population which did not have many young fish offshore has become
dominated by young fish. In 1986,9% of the fish offshore wle less than 9 years old. In 1992, 82% of
the fish oK4ore were less than 9 years old. So management has worked; the younger c asm now have
the opportunity to escape to offshore into this older popuhtioL

Many people ~ my opinion of the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries  LDWF!
report on red drum. I thought it was an exceQent piece of work and I'rn very proud to have our data as
part of that report. LDWF independently predicted the yearwlass strength offshore based on inshore catch
data. Those predictions matched up to our findings. Tbey used their bag, seine, gillnet, and inshore catch
data to predict yearwlass strength of offshore yearclasses and it matched our data 7wo independent
studies came up with the same results and conclusions. 'Ibe recommendations in the red drum report
were sound. The Wildlife and Fisheries Commission choice to be conservative for another year should
make the fishery even better for the future. I consider the red drum data that we have available today to
be some of the best of any fishery resource that's been studied by scientists to date.

The Future of the Redfish Fishery
The future depends upon the effort made by fishermen to conserve the resource and the effective-

ness of allocation and regulation. All fishermen using this resource must work together. Commercial
fishmnen must organize, come forward with a plan, and try to approach the recreational leaders. For
example, they should take a joint proposal to the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission and keep it out of the
legislature. Tbey should insist on accurate and dean reporting instead of seehng more enfold eremt. This
is an opportunity for the industry to self regulate and show the other users that they care. Fishermen
should turn in the "bad guys," get them to stop because fishermen know who they are. The window is
open, but if the user groups don't get together, the resource is going to be lost. The Preservationists'
campaign to stop cruelty to fish is another reason for cooper3tion. In addition, I would encourage the
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recreational fishermen to continue to focus some of their efforts toward habitat improveaaent for this and
other species.

AHocation in this fishery involves a decision about where to harvest redfish. Because of the
weight-age relationship, one of the classy ways of trying to regulate a Gshery � size selection � will be
ineffective onshore. After age 10, redfish stop spewing significantly, they simply get older, leaving no
parameters to differentiat between a 10-yearold fish and a 40-year-old fish. Since this spawning potion
of the popuhtion has a fairly lengthy longevity, appaiently to perpetuate the resource, harvest offshore is
unwise. Harvest inshore makes more sense because a controHed number of fish can be taken using
enforceable size re!eictioas prior to migration offshore. Th: 6sh are growing very rapidly in tbe early
years so that subtle changes in our management approach can reap very large rewards for those 6shermen
who axe inbmsted in hmesting the resource. Consider some type of limited or controlled entry by true
commercial 6shermen.

The rational fisbmnen have done a fairly good job within their ranks by maintaining some
consLstency. They have the opportunity to build redfish into a better sport fishery. 'He ~wmtional
industry caught between 8 and 9 miQion pounds of fish in 1993 with only a 6ve-fish limit. Right now
there is a 16-inch size limit. A red fish reaches that length on average at 1 U2 years old, in the spring
 March! of its second year. In two more months, that fish will he aboiit 18 inches. By postponing the
harvest of that resource for two months, going to an 18-inch limit, fishermen can catch a signi6cantly
larger fish and probably more of them.Although we know a lot about red drum biology, we must contiriue to monitor this resource. It
will respond to management chanym due to the tremendous pool of reproducing individuals offshore.
We should monitor it by determining year~hss strength inshore, and periodically gathering data offshore
to make certain that young iedfish get offshore into that spawning popuhtion. Landing data should be
carefuHy recorded.Harvest can be increased because the population size is approaching a reasonable, safe level; there
is some excesi~ An acceptable increL~e in tumest rate wiH depend upon allowing a certain percentage of
a yearwlass to escape offshore; we have heard 20, 30, and we are at 60, so I suggest perhge 40% as a
conservative target.

Louisiana has the bulk of the red drum population. The state's fishermen should make our own
management choices. We should share our information with neighboring states, but their problems are not
our problemL
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The Future Is Shaped By leaders
By Bob Soileau

Coonfinator, Institute for Rural Lemlership
Lomsiana Ce~rative Extension Service

LSU Agriaxituxal Center

In a perfect world, private interest would yield to common intexest. In that way the good of the
whole would be justly Smed. Private interest would benefit as a partner, not as a power group. It is
commonplace to say, "We do not hve in a perfect world, so let us be politically cxeative." We have
learned, eyeciaHy in this state, that deals can be made, loopholes can be found to awed favors to special
interests. That this approach leads inevitably to conflict need not be labored.

le@&rship is not a science, it's an art. There are certain qualities Cent make for leadership, but we
don't always get them in the leaders that we have. The group attending this woxkshop is faced with three
variable that leadership must addxete: a major state natural resouxce, competing insists, and the prevail-
ing poHtical chmate.

The fust variable is xe5mted in a debate over who should have access to that reamer. Some say
the choice depends less on leadership than on self interest. Self interest is valid within certain lixnits. But
when it comes to a natural xesoune, we cannot rely on self interest. One of the problems being debated
by demographexs in the world today is how are we going to feed a burgeoning world population with
diminishing resources? If this xmmxce isn't managed, its availability to feed future genexations will be at
risk. So it becomes a compelling leadex3hip problem � not an optional one, a compelling one. It xe-
qtnxes courage to face it, intelligence to answer it, and chez~ to support the conclusion. Those axe
qualities that aH of us should pntsess.

%be second variable, competing interests, is always present when there is a resouxce. Competing
interests raise a power question � who should 4~inc how a resouxce is managed? Competition and
rivalry are part of life. We aH know that and accept it. Yet when rivalxy xeaches the level of confhct,
damage xesults, divisions occur, hostility rises, and xesolution is diKcult if not impossible.

Conflict is resolved by recognizing the vaHdity of competition and accommodation. Competition
simply means two or more individuals attempting to realize their self interest. But confiict has a differen
agenda. In conflict, actions Ne designed to prevent individuals fxom doing what they want to do in
competition. Conflict is as old as the human race. It is 1HNly to be present where intexests compete, and it
always results in pain. However deep the conflict, the seNch for resolution is a part of leabmkip.

In a major work on social theory, Sorokin said, "I' ve studied 714 revolutions and they didn't aH
come out welL" Conflicts do not aH come out well, and revolution is not an easy task Accommodation,
the mutual adjustment of group goals that aHows groups to xetain their own identities and interests, is the
most effective method of resolving conflict. It involves a temporary adjustment in which competing
groups may adapt their goals and viewpoints to immediate xeality despite their uxuesolved differences.
'He solution is finding what is essential to each group in order to cease hostiHties and engage in minimum
coopera|ion. In the coastal fisheries, we must make the survival of the resouxce the critical factor in our
deliberations.

'He third variable is prevailing political climate. Politics is the major sport in this state. Too
often, the approach that you take in the arena of leadership puts you at the mercy of the prevailing poHxti-
cal bartering system. That's fme if political power is on your side, but politics, like the weather, changes.
InteHigent forceful leadership tries to avoid this kind of self interest conflict but takes a rational appnaach
that balances resources and self intexesL

Its very popular to say that poor communication is the cause of conflict. I disagree. People axe at
odds because they usuaHy understand each other's self interest quite clearly. Communication only
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exacertetes the problem. Tbe solution to the problem is accommodation. In every oqpmizanon, state, and
community there are coi8icts in or3~hons. The inost pcww~l organization can usuaUy wield the
most clout. But in conf&~ the most powerful can gain by giving.%e critical question is: what can you
give up? Mxk about it.

Traditionally, Louisi uia's leadership has followed three "Ignorant Rules."
1! Emharaliip is an opportunity to promote senish, persceal agendas. It has enriched many while having
the state skewed amid selfish, private interest. It has been zeparted that this state has zeceived over 10
trillion dollars from oil and gas since the discovery of that resource in Louisiana. If that is true, every state
structuze ought to be either goM or marble, but instead, they are all crumbling. We have enriched some of
the most sophi~cicated scoundzeis in the history of man. Our resources have been taken for the benefit of
a few.
2! Lemhmliip is an ol.yxtunity to waste zestmnes. Louisiana was once said to be rich m oil, timber,
seafood, watenvays. Today, most of these are in decline and louisiana is rich in illiteracy, corruption, and
waste.

3! hmhrship is an opportunity to promote low standards. We don't set high standards in this state.
Nobody looks to us as a modeL We promote corruption and ignaznice as virlies. As a result, our stan-
dards ze6ect on our intelligence and our character.

If you want this cat to continue and this zesounm to be hst, keep on doing what you have
been doing; follow the thee "Ignorant Rules."

Do you want to change this appn~h to leadership? If so, you must remember three things:
1! You can't lead in name only. You can't simply occupy spec and call it leadership. In the book, Zhe
Fall, Albert Caznu talks about a character named Jean Baptiste Clemente, a lawyer. %ie first half of that
book is a eulogy of Ckmente's virtues. Camu tells you how great Clemente is. But the zeal message
begins as Clemente is walking beside the river and he hears a woman's czy. Its coming from the water
and he realizes that she is drowning. Leahmhip was urgent, but Clemente walks away &om it. Clemente
says of his behavior, "I was absent when I occupied the most space." That characterizes leadership in this
state. The people occupying leadership space are absent in integrity, insight, and character.
2! You can't lead part time or in name only. You have to think, plan, accommodate, act on the facts.
Letidenthip is a task in process; it never is completetL In a dynamic society, nothing stays SxaL As a
leader, you aze called upon to face coznpeting demands and, with wisdom, balance them with principle.
That is the price of leadership. The letahrship task is never complete.
3! FmaHy, you can'tlead andbeeverybody s frien. Leadezshipbothdividesandunifies. Itunifies those
who can see the problem and who want to address it with sincerity. It divides those who want to stny in
conflict. Leabmliip has to set its course and leave behind those that cannot come together.

In summary, leadership must look at the zesoume, the competing interests, and the prevailing
climate. Judiciously, leaders must decide when, for the good of the resource, to distance themselves kom
an idea, position, or group. They may be forced to use power when resolving conflict through acemmo-
dation. 'Ihey must zeaHze that the job is never done and that their popularity is never univezsaL

That's not only the price of leadership, it is the price of progress.
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Steering, Not Drying, Into the Frat'
By Sandy Gxkan

Lauisiaaa Caopmtive E~aim Savice
LSU AgriaNhwai Ceaier

Louisiaaa Sea Gant College hogan

You were invited hae to be challenged with things to d6rdc about, and you have beard no simplistic
amours to complicated questions. You' ve looked at the state and feder31 fishery management pnxxees
and learned that they won't work without everyone's participatiorL You' ve looked at the pr~mc8 of
making reguhtions and legisMon, so that you all now hew how to participate in the prem@ You heard

dead ' ' fl ~p.IM I hfy b ~.P P''
1 su.guet that wben some of you came to this workshop entitled "Coastal Rshing:%hat is the

Future7' you wondered, "Is there a future7' My answer to that question is this: PropeHed by the wheel of
organization and steered by the helm of hmtrkip, yes, there is a future. It wiH be different. There wHl
be change. Don't be left behind; participate in the precess.

The Extension Service may offer more in depth workshops on these topics later this year. If and
when that comes about, I urge you once again, participate in the pocrm.
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